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WELCOME TO THE CHOOSE LOVE MOVEMENT
My name is Scarlett Lewis, and I’m the founder of the Jesse Lewis Choose Love Movement. This 
initiative started with three words written on a kitchen chalkboard by my six-year-old son, Jesse 
McCord Lewis, on the morning of December 14, 2012. He wrote, “nurturing, healing, love.” He lost 
his life later that day, alongside 19 of his classmates and six educators at Sandy Hook Elementary 
School in Connecticut. His message constitutes a powerful formula for choosing love.

The Jesse Lewis Choose Love Foundation is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization committed to 
reaching students, educators, and individuals, both nationally and internationally, with a simple, 
yet profound formula for choosing love. Our signature program uses   “nurturing, healing, love”  
as a foundation for learning and for life. Learn more about the foundation on its website:  
www.jesselewischooselove.org

WHY THIS CURRICULUM MATTERS
Choosing love means having the courage to be grateful when life isn’t easy, to forgive when the 
person who hurt you isn’t sorry, and to step outside your own pain to help someone else. That’s the 
way to choose love, and the empowering lesson is that it’s a choice.

Almost half of our young people will have a diagnosable mental illness by the time they are 18 
years old (“Child Mind Institute,” 2016). Children today are under more stress than children of 
previous generations. The most common diagnosis will be anxiety, and the majority will not get 
professional help (Bluth & Blanton, 2014). The average onset age for anxiety is six years old, and in 
our country these children often suffer alone. The long-term effects of anxiety are mental illness, 
substance abuse, anger, violence, and incarceration (Harbaugh & Vasey, 2014). It’s not a mystery 
why we are seeing the issues we have in schools and in our society. There is a solution…teaching 
children to choose love. 

Children who feel connected, who are resilient, and who can reciprocate love won’t want to harm 
each other (Garney, 2016). We can teach children to choose love. Love is a universal need, the lack 
of which can be devastating. That’s why I started the Choose Love Movement.

Over 30 years of research substantiates the benefits of social and emotional learning (SEL), 
(“CASEL: What is SEL,” 2016). It lays the groundwork for academic learning and responsible 
citizenship. SEL has been proven to increase grades, attendance, and focus, while reducing 
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aggression, anxiety, substance abuse, and other issues (“CASEL: What is SEL,” 2016). SEL has a 
critical role in improving children’s academic performance and lifelong learning (Zins, Bloodworth, 
Weissberg & Walberg, 2004). Children who are aware of their emotions and have good planning 
skills by the time they enter school are also at lower risk for problems with aggression and anxiety 
disorders (Greenberg, Kusch, & Mihalic, 1998). 

Students aren’t the only ones who benefit from SEL. Schools are challenged by teacher attrition 
and unsafe learning environments (“CASEL: What is SEL,” 2016). When educators teach SEL, they 
help students create safe, loving, and healthy problem-solving communities that enhance teachers’ 
ability to teach as well as students’ ability to learn (CASEL: Outcomes Associated with Five 
Competencies, 2016). 

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Take a moment to review the Educator’s Guide. It’s filled with additional information, research, 
and resources that will support your teaching praxis. The Program at a Glance section below provides 
you with the basic background and benefits of the program, as well as the research that guided its 
development. In particular, read the neuroscience section and familiarize yourself with the impact this 
curriculum has on healthy brain development. The Educator’s Guide shares an in-depth look at the 
value of developing positive classroom climates, educator leadership, and SEL teaching strategies.

• Print and display the Choose Love Formula in your classroom (Courage + Gratitude + 
Forgiveness + Compassion = Choosing Love). Posters are located in the reference section of 
the website.

• Create a physical cue for each of the four units. This helps students remember and embody 
the lessons about courage, gratitude, forgiveness, and compassion. Options include using 
American Sign Language (ASL), a clapping chant, a brief rhyme, or a full-body pose. 

•  Have your students create Choose Love Journals, where they can write and draw throughout 
the program. This can be a folder of loose paper, a spiral notebook, or some other variation. 
Keeping journals will help them build their language and writing skills. It will also 
encourage them to practice reflection and strengthen their metacognition.  There are many 
more research-based benefits to keeping gratitude journals and tracking compassionate 
actions. 
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PROGRAM AT A GLANCE
The Choose Love Enrichment Program is a Pre-K through 12th grade curriculum that emphasizes 
the simple, universal teachings of courage, gratitude, forgiveness, and compassion in action. The 
lessons are divided into these four units, which create a formula for choosing love: 

The Choose Love Formula is: 
Courage + Gratitude + Forgiveness + Compassion in Action = Choosing Love

In each unit, you will find: 
• A Unit Overview summarizing the content of the unit.
•  4-6 lessons based on the theme of the unit.
• A list of student objectives for that unit.
• A Family Focus and Connection section that provides ideas for how to engage family 

members and caregivers in learning and reinforcing the unit’s concepts and skills. 
• A Make Your Move section that provides tips and ideas for how to leverage your teacher 

leadership and integrate the skills into classroom and school culture. 

The Choose Love Formula teaches the foundational concepts and skills of social and emotional 
learning (SEL), and is informed by current brain research and neuroscience. The goal of the 
Choose Love Enrichment Program is to provide children with the knowledge, attitude, and skills 
they need to choose love in any situation. 

These abilities include:
•  Understanding and managing emotions (self-awareness and self-management),
•  Setting and achieving positive goals,
•  Feeling and showing empathy and compassion for others (social awareness),
•  Establishing and maintaining positive relationships, and 
•  Making responsible decisions. 

More information about the benefits of SEL can be found on the CASEL (Collaborative 
for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning) website: www.casel.org. An overview of the 
neuroscience used to develop this program can be found at the end of this section. 
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SECOND GRADE
Whether children are grouped by age or by grade, there will always be normal and widely spread 
developmental differences in their physical, social, linguistic, and cognitive growth. These 
differences are impacted by their social ecologies (Wood, 1994). For more in-depth information 
about students’ cognitive, emotional, social, and physical development at each grade level, read the 
Educator’s Guide and Yardsticks: Children in the Classroom Ages 4-12.

Seven-year-olds thrive with clear boundaries, and enjoy the routine classrooms provide. They tend 
to find comfort in choosing to be alone (reading, listening, playing, etc.), as well as working with 
best friends during this phase of inward growth. Students at this age can be perfectionists, and are 
also moody. Timed tests can be frustrating for seven-year-olds because they want to do things right. 
They are likely to quit or storm away from an activity if they don’t understand it, feel inferior, or are 
overwhelmed. Seven-year-olds are particularly sensitive to teasing or being incorrect, and while 
younger children might lash out physically, these children internalize their feelings. They enjoy 
stories, learning how things work, and explaining things. The self-awareness and self-assessment 
they are learning now becomes the foundation for competence, confidence, and self-direction as 
they grow older (Wood, Yardsticks). 

Eight-year-olds have wild imaginations and lots of energy. They need help from educators to focus 
their energy in the right direction. While they believe the sky’s the limit, they can also get stuck 
thinking that they’ll never be able to do something. They may disguise a sense of inferiority by 
claiming that they’re bored. Taking small steps to gain incremental successes works well for them. 
Eight-year-olds tend to do well when they receive encouragement, and can track their successes. 
At this age, students are explorers learning to master specific skills, but they rarely commit to 
one thing for a long period of time. They love to laugh, enjoy group work, require physical energy 
release, and begin forming groups based on gender identity (Wood, Yardsticks).  

UNITS
The lessons were written for educators, by educators. The content of the lessons is based on 
research on emotional intelligence, resilience, post-traumatic growth, neuroscience, mindfulness/
focused attention, and SEL. The whole child—mind, heart, and body—is supported through these 
lessons. 

Special attention is paid to how our physical bodies (nerves, muscles, etc.), minds (the triune 
brain), and hearts (emotions) work in collaboration to promote health, learning, connection, and 
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life success. The curriculum is divided into four units: Courage, Gratitude, Forgiveness, and 
Compassion in Action. For a more detailed review of the research behind the connection between 
our brains and bodies, read the Educator’s Guide. 

Courage
Courage is the willingness and ability to work through obstacles despite feeling embarrassment, 
fear, reluctance, or uncertainty (Martinez, 2015). When you practice courage, you make positive 
choices even when it may be difficult for you. It takes courage to express our feelings, make ethical 
choices, tell the truth, admit mistakes, ask for forgiveness, and to be kind. This is especially true 
when others might not be leading by example. Courage requires self-awareness and self-regulation 
(Greenberg, 2016). Students practice identifying feelings in themselves and others. The “courage” 
exercises assist students in learning how to help their brains regulate the amygdala by activating 
the prefrontal cortex (Martinez, 2015).

Gratitude
Students learn that gratitude is mindful thankfulness and the ability to be thankful even when 
things in life are challenging. When you practice gratitude you feel thankful and want to share 
that feeling with others (Donaldson, Dollwet & Rao, 2014). Research has shown that the benefits 
associated with gratitude include better sleep patterns, increased levels of happiness and optimism, 
a sense of connection to peers and communities, and decreased levels of anxiety and stress (J. 
Psychosom Res. 2009; Donaldson, Dollwet & Rao, 2014). Gratitude influences sleep through the 
mechanism of pre-sleep cognitions. These benefits have positive impacts in the lives of students, 
and they help cultivate safe and thriving classroom cultures. “Gratitude” exercises help students 
become actively thankful for everyday situations and opportunities (Lomas, Froh, Emmons, Mishra 
& Bono, 2014). The act of being thankful helps release dopamine, which not only makes students 
feel good but is also a key neurotransmitter for learning (Wiss, 2014).

Forgiveness
Forgiveness means choosing to let go of anger and resentment toward yourself or someone else, to 
surrender thoughts of revenge, and to move forward with your personal power intact. Forgiveness 
has been shown to improve relationships, decrease anxiety and stress, lower blood pressure, lower 
the risk of depression, and strengthen immune and heart health. Letting go of negative emotions 
can often have a remarkable impact on one’s physical, mental and emotional health (Chiaramello, 
Mesnil, Sastre, & Mullet 2008). Students also learn how to forgive themselves if they’ve made a 
mistake, caused an accident, or hurt someone as a result of their actions (Thompson & Waltz, 2008). 
Students learn healthy ways to express anger and to calm themselves down. They also learn how 
their brains and bodies respond to anger. They practice listening skills to support each other when 
they feel angry or are having strong emotions. 
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Compassion in Action
Compassion has two components: the first is empathy, which means putting yourself in someone 
else's shoes and trying to feel what that person feels, and the second is action, which means 
helping someone in need and performing acts of kindness without expecting anything in return. 
Compassion is when one understands how another person feels and takes action to alleviate that 
person’s suffering. Students apply their empathy and communication skills to support one another 
through compassionate action. Humans are wired for connection and compassion. The activities 
help students make choices that benefit their minds, hearts, bodies, and relationships. 

LESSON BREAKDOWN
In each lesson, you will find the following sections: Student Objectives, Educator Preparation, 
Focused Awareness, Discussion, Activity, and Transfer of Learning. The lessons are designed 
to be taught in sequence, and vary in teaching time from 25 to 35 minutes. There are 18 lessons 
in the 2nd grade program. At a pace of one lesson per week, the curriculum will take 18 weeks to 
complete. Additional activities are provided to help keep the program going all year long and 
ensure that it becomes part of your classroom vernacular.

The Student Objectives section will tell you what the students will be able to do following the 
lesson. This will help you focus on why the lesson is being taught, and why it’s important for 
students. The SEL Skills Addressed highlight the Social and Emotional Learning skills 
addressed through each lesson. The Educator Preparation section will tell you what materials or 
resources you need to gather before the lesson. 

The Focused Awareness section provides skills that are designed to help students increase their 
readiness to learn and improve their emotion management. It includes the following three skills: 
Breath (diaphragmatic breathing), Rest and Relax (mindful relaxation of the body), and Reflection 
(Garland, Farb, Goldin & Fredrickson, 2015). 

These skills help students:
•  Increase their awareness of emotions,
•  Manage their feelings when appropriate, and
•  Regulate their feelings in the moment.

Educators can help students adopt these skills by modeling, coaching, and cueing students 
frequently. At first, younger students may find it difficult to focus their attention through this 
section, but with practice they’ll lengthen the amount of time they’re able to remain still, calm, and 
attentive. 
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The Discussion section provides an easy-to-use script for you to read aloud. It guides students 
through a discussion of the lesson contents. The Activity section provides students with 
opportunities to practice what they’ve learned. The Transfer of Learning section gives you ideas on 
how to reinforce what students learned in the lesson. 

STANDARDS ALIGNMENT 
The Choose Love Enrichment Program is aligned to the following standards:
Common Core State Standards
American School Counselor Association Mindsets and Behaviors for Student Success 

The 2nd grade Choose Love Enrichment Program meets the following Common Core State 
Standards:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about 
grade 2 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.1.A Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in 
respectful ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts 
under discussion).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.1.B Build on others' talk in conversations by linking their comments to 
the remarks of others.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.1.C Ask for clarification and further explanation as needed about the 
topics and texts under discussion.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud or 
information presented orally or through other media.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.3 Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to 
clarify comprehension, gather additional information, or deepen understanding of a topic or issue.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.4 Tell a story or recount an experience with appropriate facts and 
relevant, descriptive details, speaking audibly in coherent sentences.

The 2nd grade Choose Love Enrichment Program meets the following American School 
Counselor Association (ASCA) Mindsets and Behaviors for Student Success:
Mindset 1: Belief in development of whole self, including a healthy balance of mental, social/
emotional, and physical well-being
Mindset 2: Self-confidence in ability to succeed
Mindset 3: Sense of belonging in the school environment
Mindset 5: Belief in using abilities to their fullest to achieve high-quality results and outcomes
Mindset 6: Positive attitude toward work and learning
Learning Strategies 1: Demonstrate critical-thinking skills to make informed decisions
Learning Strategies 2: Demonstrate creativity
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Learning Strategies 4: Apply self-motivation and self-direction to learning
Learning Strategies 6: Set high standards of quality
Learning Strategies 7: Identify long- and short-term academic, career, and social/emotional goals
Learning Strategies 8: Actively engage in challenging coursework
Learning Strategies 9: Gather evidence and consider multiple perspectives to make informed decisions

Self-Management Skills 1: Demonstrate ability to assume responsibility
Self-Management Skills 2: Demonstrate discipline and self-control
Self-Management Skills 3: Demonstrate the ability to work independently
Self-Management Skills 4: Demonstrate ability to delay immediate gratification for long-term rewards
Self-Management Skills 5: Demonstrate perseverance to achieve long and short-term goals
Self-Management Skills 6: Demonstrate ability to overcome barriers to learning
Self-Management Skills 7: Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem
Self-Management Skills 10: Demonstrate ability to manage transitions and ability to adapt to 
changing situations

Social Skills 1: Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills
Social Skills 2: Create positive and supportive relationships with other students
Social Skills 3: Create relationships with adults that support success
Social Skills 4: Demonstrate empathy
Social Skills 5: Demonstrate ethical decision-making and social responsibility
Social Skills 6: Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
Social Skills 7: Use leadership and teamwork skills to work effectively in diverse teams
Social Skills 8: Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
Social Skills 9: Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and environment
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THE NEUROSCIENCE OF CHOOSING LOVE
Who’s the Boss? Thinking about the Brain, for Kids & Educators
The Triune Brain
Written by Dr. Chris Kukk, author of The Compassionate Achiever

We’re going to use the model of the brain developed by Dr. Paul D. MacLean to explain—in 
the simplest and most efficient manner possible—the neuroscience behind the Choose Love 
Enrichment Program. Dr. MacLean’s model is called the triune brain, and it divides the brain into 
three sections (see the figure below) (MacLean, 1967; Newman & Harris, 2009). Although it is an 
oversimplified model, it represents the basic workings of the brain. The triune model provides a 
way to explain these basics so that every child can understand how thinking (ideas and thoughts) 
and behavior (actions and words) are connected.

The three interconnected brain sections of the triune model include: 1) reptilian (brainstem and 
cerebellum), 2) mammalian (limbic system), and 3) primate-human (neocortex).

The reptilian brain is responsible for the body’s vital functions, such as breathing, heart rate, and 
body temperature (MacLean, 1967). This part of the brain helps us stay alert and reactive to the 
environment around us. It controls our balance, coordination, and reflexes, and it never sleeps 
(Strick, Dum, & Fiez, 2009). Think of the reptilian brain taking control when the doctor taps your 
knee and your leg instinctively kicks; it reacts quickly, without thinking. We call the reptilian brain 

“the lizard.”
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The mammalian brain is responsible for our social and emotional behaviors, as well as our 
quick value judgments (positive or negative) (MacLean, 1967). It is buried deep inside the brain 
and is sometimes considered the “heart of the brain.” It is the part of the brain where many 
neurochemicals are produced, such as oxytocin, dopamine, and cortisol (Bujis & Swaab, 1979; 
Brownstein, Saavedra, & Palkovits, 1974; Dedovic, Duchesne, Andrews, Engert, & Pruessner, 2009). 
It strongly influences our initial behavior when we experience something (music, art, and even a 
smell), and it can make us feel as though we’re riding an emotional roller coaster (Brown, Martinez, 
& Parsons, 2004). We call the mammalian brain “the numbat.”

The primate-human brain is responsible for imagination, thought, planning, and decision-
making (MacLean, 1967). It’s the part of the brain that helps us develop language and it has 
infinite learning capabilities (McClellan, McNaughton, & O’Reilly, 1995). It helps us make rational, 
cognitive, and common-sense decisions (Gifford, 2002). When we use this part of our brain, it acts 
as a brake on our reflexive and instinctual reactions; it is the source of self-control. We call the 
primate-human brain “the human.”
Who’s the boss? In other words, which part of your brain is influencing your behavior? By 
understanding how the lizard, numbat, and human brains function, we can learn which of them is 
informing our choices at any given moment.

We make the choice of who (lizard, numbat, or human) controls our actions in every situation. 
When we encounter situations that excite us in either a positive or negative way, we can choose 
which part of the brain controls our response (Hariri, Bookheimer, & Mazziotta, 2000). Let’s take 
an angry feeling as an example. When we become angry, that feeling feeds the numbat part of our 
brain (the limbic system) by sending blood and oxygen to it. We have a choice as to how we deal 
with the awakened numbat. The first is to send the angry numbat up to the human so that it is 
handled in a reasonable and rational way (we call this “hugging the human”). When we slow down 
and think about the anger, we are engaging, or hugging, our human brain. The second choice is to 
send the numbat’s oxygen down to the lizard so that we feed our primitive and reactionary reptilian 
brain. In other words, we can nudge the numbat to either hug the human or feed the lizard. The 
Jesse Lewis Choose Love Foundation wants to help everyone learn how to leave the lizard, and to 
nudge the numbat toward hugging the human.

The Choose Love Enrichment Program uses a three-step motto to 
help students learn about the brain science of social and emotional 
development: leave the lizard, nudge the numbat, and hug the human. 
(FUN NOTE: The initials of our social and emotional learning motto—
LNH—are the same as Jesse’s chalkboard message to his mom…love, 
nurturing, healing.)
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Courage
Courage is about overcoming learned fear. The amygdala is the brain’s sentinel; it is on the 
lookout for threats and it reacts without thinking (Whalen, 1998). The “courage” exercises teach 
students how to regulate the amygdala by activating the prefrontal cortex (specifically the 
right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex), which is commonly referred to as the brain’s “brake pedal” 
(Jackson & Moghaddam, 2001). The exercises seek to increase serotonin and decrease cortisol 
levels.

Courage and fear go together because you cannot have courage without being afraid of something. 
When we are fearful, we awaken our inner numbat (Whalen, 1998). When fear causes us to freeze in 
place, lash out at someone, or simply run without thinking, we nudge the numbat’s energy toward 
the lizard, and let the reptile control our actions. However, if we think about our fear and how we 
can overcome it in order to make the situation better, we nudge our numbat to hug our human 
brain. We are always stronger and braver when we hug the human.

Concentrated breathing and body relaxation techniques help calm the body and mind. Learned 
breathing regulates the nervous system and helps us relax (Lazar et al., 2000). Diaphragmatic 
breathing is a wonderful technique that helps cultivate focus. This type of breathing is especially 
good for children who experience acute fear or anxiety; it can help calm their nervous systems 
(Lazar et al., 2000). Diaphragmatic breathing allows our lungs to flex and our diaphragms to open 
and expand. This type of breathing expands our stomachs rather than our chests. Children can 
learn to do these deep breaths, and utilize them when faced with stressful situations. Research 
suggests that practicing controlled breathing can help us to reduce stress and develop positive 
mind-sets for learning success (Fried, 1993; Hazlett-Stevens & Craske, 2009).

Gratitude
The more gratitude a person shows, the more active their hypothalamus becomes (Zahn, et al., 
2009). While the hypothalamus controls various bodily functions, such as drinking, eating, and 
sleeping, it also plays a significant role in students’ metabolism and stress levels (Brooks, 1988). 
The “gratitude” exercises help students become actively thankful for the kindness around them. 
The act of being thankful releases dopamine, which not only makes a student feel good but is also 
a key neurotransmitter for learning.

Giving thanks nudges the numbat to hug the human. When we are thankful, we activate the part of the 
numbat brain called the hypothalamus. It’s sometimes referred to as the “commander-in-chief,” and it 
controls our levels of stress and aggression (Brooks, 1988). When the numbat’s commander-in-chief is 
called into action by giving thanks, we release oxytocin and dopamine into our brains. These chemicals 
make us feel good, but they also turn on our human brain (specifically the prefrontal cortex). In other 
words, gratitude is an attitude that helps the numbat reach the human altitude. 
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Forgiveness
To forgive is to activate a neural network connecting different regions of the brain. Forgiveness 
is literally and figuratively a coming together, both biologically and behaviorally. The network 
of forgiveness in the brain includes the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the precuneus, and the 
inferior parietal lobule (Farrow, et al., 2001). The activation of this “forgiveness network” results in 
a personal sense of relief (Newberg, d’Aquili, Newberg, & deMarici, 2001). Scarlett calls it “cutting 
the umbilical cord of anger and resentment.” The Choose Love Enrichment Program exercises 
on “forgiveness” seek to increase endorphin levels (GABA, DHEA, serotonin, and melatonin) 
while reducing cortisol. Forgiveness is another method of attaining what is sometimes called the 

“runner’s high.”

We hug a lot more of the human brain when we choose forgiveness than when we choose spite. 
Scientists have shown that forgiveness connects more diverse parts of the brain than spite. If it 
takes more brainpower to forgive and less brainpower to remain angry, which do you think is 
a smarter method of handling a situation in which you feel hurt or offended? The smart choice 
(literally and figuratively) is forgiveness. When you choose forgiveness, you are choosing the 
human and calming your numbat. 

Compassion in Action
Scientists, from Charles Darwin to contemporary neuroscience researchers, have found that 
human beings are wired for compassion. Compassion is when one understands another person’s 
suffering, and wants to take action to decrease it. When a person thinks in a compassionate 
manner, they activate the neurochemistry of kindness, which begins with the release of the 
peptide hormone oxytocin (Meyer-Lindenberg, Domes, Kirsch, & Heinrichs, 2011). Oxytocin then 
activates dopamine and serotonin, which contribute to feelings of happiness and optimism (Dolen, 
Darvishzadeh, Huang & Malenka, 2013). The neuro-keys of compassion are the vagus nerve (which 
causes the feeling of "warm fuzzies”), the inferior parietal cortex, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, 
the hypothalamus, and the nucleus accumbens (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013). The "compassion" 
exercises activate the neuro-dominoes of compassion, beginning with oxytocin.
The activities help students make choices that benefit their minds, hearts, bodies, and relationships. 
Students apply their empathy and communication skills to support one another through 
compassionate action. This improves students’ problem-solving and decision-making abilities. 

When you think compassionately, you unite the numbat and the human; compassion is like 
reuniting two best friends who haven’t seen each other in a long time. Compassionate thinking 
activates the pleasure center of the brain, known as the nucleus accumbens, which is part of the 
numbat brain (King, et al., 2006). This causes the numbat brain to hug the human brain, through 
neurochemicals such as oxytocin, which is like a love potion (Wang, 2005). Compassion helps the 
numbat lovingly hug the human.
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GRADE 2 UNIT 1 :

COURAGE

OVERVIEW

Courage is the willingness and ability to work through obstacles despite feeling 
embarrassment, fear, reluctance, or uncertainty (Martinez, 2015). When you practice courage, 
you make positive choices even when it may be difficult for you. It takes courage to express 
our feelings, make ethical choices, tell the truth, admit mistakes, ask for forgiveness, and to be 
kind. This is especially true when others might not be leading by example. Courage requires 
self-awareness and self-regulation (Greenberg, 2016). Students practice identifying feelings 
in themselves and others. The “courage” exercises assist students in learning how to help 
their brains regulate the amygdala by activating the prefrontal cortex (Martinez, 2015).

Jesse saved the lives of nine of his classmates before losing his own. His actions and message 
of “nurturing, healing, love” inspired the “courage” section of this curriculum. Students are 
invited to consider how they can choose small acts of courage every day. Over the course 
of the lessons, students reflect on how courage helps them build self-confidence and strong 
senses of identity. 
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Lessons
Lesson 1: Introduction to Courage
Theme: Brave Breaths and Rest and Relax activities help our bodies, minds, and hearts prepare to 
learn and practice courage.
Lesson 2: Brave Pose
Theme: My body can help me build courage. 
Lesson 3: Courage Plays
Theme: I express courage with my whole body.
Lesson 4: Courage and the Brain
Theme: My brain and body help me choose courage.
Lesson 5: Positive Relationships
Theme: I play, work, and problem-solve with my friends in safe and caring ways.
Lesson 6: Reviewing Courage
Theme: I know many ways to take courageous action. 

Student Objectives
•  Practice Brave Breaths (diaphragmatic breathing) and focused awareness.
•  Practice the Rest and Relax activities.
•  Understand that Brave Breaths and Rest and Relax activities help relax their bodies, calm 

their emotions, and focus their minds. 
•  Define courage. 
•  Identify somatic cues of fear.
•  Recall and share stories of when they acted courageously.
•  Predict times that they could act courageously in school.
•  Describe how they felt after acting courageously.
•  Practice Brave Poses.
•  Identify the benefits of practicing courage. 
•  Practice embodied courage. 
•  Practice paying attention and using listening skills.
•  Define affirmations.
•  Practice affirmations to help them relax and calm down.
•  Understand that small acts of courage are important. 
•  Identify what happens to their brains when they’re afraid.
•  Recognize how Brave Breaths help their brains calm down.
•  Recognize that they have a choice about how to respond to fear.
•  Practice affirmations.
•  Identify situations where they feel fear.
•  Define positive relationships.
•  List friendship skills.
•  Understand that friends might have different thoughts, feelings, and wants.
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•  Discuss the problem-solving model, CALM.
•  Define cooperation. List ways to cooperate in class. Practice cooperating.
•  Review listening skills. 
•  Review courage skills.
•  Practice using the CALM Discussion Rubric.
•  Recognize points of agreement and disagreement during problem-solving.

Family Focus and Connection 
Families and caregivers are encouraged to become familiar with the skills, concepts, and 
neuroscience associated with the Choose Love Enrichment Program. Below are optional activities 
that students and families/caregivers can use to practice Choose Love skills and concepts at home. 

Invite families to use the following discussion starters and activities with their children: 
•  “To me, courage is…”
•  “I show courage at school by…”
•  “I show courage at home by…”
•  “I show courage in my community by…”
•  “It takes courage to show my feelings because…”
•  Show a family member how to do a Brave Breath.
•  Create a family book of courageous acts that displays pictures of the family being 

courageous. 
•  Draw pictures of courageous acts in their Choose Love Journals. 
•  Parents and caregivers can tell students about how they act courageously at their jobs, or 

how they were courageous when they were the students’ age. 
•  Parents and caregivers can tell students what affirmations they use when they need to be 

courageous. 
•  Talk to families about the scientifically proven benefits of practicing courage. 
•  Share the CALM Discussion Rubric. 

Make Your Move
As an educator, how do you show courage in the classroom, throughout the school, and with 
parents/caregivers? You demonstrate courage every day. Take a moment to celebrate how 
courageous you are, and recognize everything you are contributing to your learning community. 

Here are some additional ideas on how to help students integrate courageous behaviors: 
•  Read books about courage and tell students to clap when the character shows courage.
•  During morning meetings, ask students to share a check-in about how they acted 

courageously.
•  Make a courage affirmation wall that students can refer to any time they need to practice 

courage. 
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•  Create a Choose Love Corner, or a quiet corner in your classroom, where students can go to 
reflect on courage. 

•  Ask students to predict scenarios that will require courage during the upcoming week. Then, 
have them report back on what they did. 

When school culture values courage, whole communities can work together to take healthy risks. 
This, in turn, develops high-trust learning environments. Practice small acts of courage with your 
colleagues, family, and yourself. It’s the small things that can make a big difference. For example:
Ask your students, colleagues, staff, and community for help. Modeling this behavior lets students 
know that it’s okay to reach out for support. 

•  Exchange open and honest feedback with coworkers. 
•  Pause to acknowledge your own fears and vulnerabilities. This cultivates connection and it 

can open doors for others to do the same.
•  Bring your whole self to work. What activities, causes, and passions do you have that are 

appropriate to share with your school community? Do you recycle? Bike to work? Play a 
sport? Like to knit? Allow your students and coworkers to get to know you, not only as an 
educator but as a fellow community member with diverse interests, challenges, and creative 
insights. 
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LESSON 1
Introduction to Courage
Brave Breaths and Rest and Relax activities help our bodies, minds, and hearts prepare to learn and 
practice courage.

Student Objectives
•  Practice Brave Breaths (diaphragmatic breathing) and focused awareness.
•  Practice the Rest and Relax activities.
•  Understand that Brave Breaths and Rest and Relax activities help relax their bodies, calm 

their emotions, and focus their minds. 
•  Define courage. 
•  Identify somatic cues of fear.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management

Educator Preparation
•  Review the instructions and research on diaphragmatic breathing (Brave Breaths) in the 

Educator’s Guide. Diaphragmatic breathing relaxes us and helps us regulate our nervous 
systems. In turn, this helps improve focus and readiness to learn. Diaphragmatic breathing 
is especially good for children experiencing acute fear or anxiety. 

•  Read the instructions in the Educator’s Guide on using non-judgmental responses 
with students to encourage participation while correcting off-topic replies. Parroting, 
paraphrasing, or saying, “Thank you,” are three ways to respond to students’ answers. 

•  Write “courage” on a word wall or vocabulary list.
•  Have students create Choose Love Journals. See the Educator’s Guide for instructions.  

Students will use their journals throughout the lessons to write and draw. 
•  Create a physical cue for courage. Physical cues help students remember and embody the 

lessons about courage, gratitude, forgiveness, and compassion. Options include using 
American Sign Language (ASL), clapping chants, brief rhymes, or a full-body pose.

Discussion
“Today we’re going to become members of the Choose Love Movement. This means we’ll learn how 
to make choices that help each other every day. Choosing love is important because it helps us stay 
safe, happy, and healthy.” 

“Choosing love helps us take care of our whole selves, including a healthy balance of mental, social, 
emotional, and physical well-being.
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“There are four ingredients that help us choose love. The first ingredient is courage. Who can tell me what courage 
means?” (Use non-judgmental responses while students share. Redirect responses that are silly or off-topic.) 

“Thank you for your ideas! Courage is when you feel afraid, but choose to do something anyway 
because it’s the right thing to do. Courage can help you make important decisions.” (Use your 
physical cue for courage when you say the word “courage” now and throughout the lessons.)

“Today, we’ll learn how to do Brave Breaths. Brave Breaths help us have courage and get ready to learn.”

Activity
“First, place your hand on your belly, just under your ribs, but above your belly button. This is where 
your diaphragm is. Your diaphragm helps you breathe, sing, and calm down.”

“Next, place your other hand on your heart. See if you can get quiet enough to feel your heart beat.” 

“Now close your eyes. Count to four in your mind and take a slow, deep breath in. Feel your belly get 
bigger and full of air, like a balloon. Now count to four and slowly breathe out.”  

“Let’s do that again. Breathe in and count to four. Let your belly fill up like a balloon. Then breathe 
out and count to four. Let’s take one more Brave Breath together.” 

“When we use this specific type of breathing, it sends signals to our brains to calm down and 
decrease fear or stress. Next, we’ll practice how to Rest and Relax our bodies.” 

“When we try to have courage, we might feel afraid or scared. We could also be uncertain or 
confused. When this happens, our bodies get tense, our hearts start beating faster, and we might 
start breathing rapidly.” 

“What other clues does your body give you to let you know when you feel scared?” (Examples 
include: hot cheeks, wide eyes, upset stomach, foot tapping, shrinking posture, etc.)

“It can be difficult to focus and make decisions when our bodies feel that way. We want to teach our 
bodies how to Rest and Relax so that we can make the best decisions possible, even when we are 
scared. Let’s practice.” 

“First take another slow, deep Brave Breath. Now, on the count of three, squeeze all your muscles as 
tight as you can. Ready? 1–2–3 squeeze! Hold…” (Hold for three seconds.) “…and release.” 

“Let’s try again. Ready? 1–2–3 squeeze! Hold…” (Hold for three seconds.) “…and release. Feel the 
difference between when your muscles are tight and when they’re relaxed.” 
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“Finally, let’s check our bodies to see if there’re any areas we need to relax one more time. Close 
your eyes. Are your feet relaxed? Your legs? Your hips? Your stomach? Your chest? Your arms? Your 
shoulders? Your neck? Your face?  If there’s any area that’s still tense, let’s squeeze and relax it one 
more time. Ready? Go!” 

“Let’s take one more Brave Breath together. Brave Breaths help your bodies relax, calm your 
emotions down, and help your brains get ready to learn.” 

“You can use Brave Breaths any time you want to focus, or you want to have courage.” 

“Let’s reflect on how you feel after practicing Brave Breaths and Rest and Relaxing your body. How 
does your body feel now?” 

“Practicing Brave Breaths can help us keep positive attitudes toward playing, learning, and working 
together. We’ll learn more about that this year in our Choose Love lessons. We’ll keep practicing 
Brave Breaths throughout the day until we get really good at it!” 

Transfer of Learning
Cue students to use Brave Breaths throughout the day. Great times to do this include transitions 
between subjects, or when students are adapting to changing situations. This allows them to 
practice while they’re calm so that they can more easily use the skill while hyperaroused. 
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LESSON 2
Brave Pose
My body can help me build courage.

Student Objectives
•  Recall and share stories of when they acted courageously.
•  Predict times that they could act courageously in school.
•  Describe how they felt after acting courageously.
•  Practice Brave Poses.
•  Identify the benefits of practicing courage. 
•  Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
•  Read the Educator’s Guide to understand the physiology and biology behind the Brave Pose. 

A Brave Pose is a posture you hold to feel strong and confident. Create your own Brave Pose 
to demonstrate for the class. As an additional resource, watch Amy Cuddy’s TED Talk on 
Power Posing.

•  Designate an area of your room as the Choose Love corner. Welcome students to sit quietly 
in that space any time they need to pause and practice the Choose Love skills. This is not a 
punitive space, but a reflective one. 

•  Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals.

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin talking about courage by practicing our Brave Breaths together three times.” (Lead 
students in three Brave Breaths.) 

“First, place your hand on your belly, just under your ribs, but above your belly button. This is where 
your diaphragm is. Your diaphragm helps you breathe, sing, and calm down.”

“Next, place your other hand on your heart. See if you can get quiet enough to feel your heart beat.” 

“Now close your eyes. Count to four in your mind and take a slow, deep breath in. Feel your belly get 
bigger and full of air, like a balloon. Now count to four and slowly breathe out.”  
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“Let’s do that again. Breathe in and count to four. Let your belly fill up like a balloon. Then breathe 
out and count to four. Let’s take one more Brave Breath together.” 

“Now, to make sure our bodies are ready to learn, let’s Rest and Relax. Take one more Brave Breath 
together, slowly. Close your eyes. Imagine your feet relaxing. Now imagine your legs relaxing. 
Imagine your belly relaxing. Now imagine your arms and hands relaxing. Finally, relax your neck 
and head.” 

“Let’s reflect. How does your body feel now?” 

“Any time during the day, if you need to take a Brave Breath to help you focus, calm down, or Rest 
and Relax your body, you can visit the _________.” (Choose Love corner, quiet room, etc.)

Discussion
“Courage is when you feel afraid, but choose to do something anyway because it’s the right thing to 
do. Showing courage is also about doing the right thing even when no one else is watching.” 

“Sit quietly for a moment and think of a time you were courageous. A time when you might have felt 
nervous, uncertain, or afraid of something, but chose to take positive action anyway because it was 
the right thing to do. Take two minutes to write a couple of sentences about the situation in your 
Choose Love Journal.” 

“Raise your hand if you want to share an example of a time you were courageous.” (Students share 
examples.)

“How did you feel after you were courageous?” (Student may have been happy, relieved, proud, etc.)

“Thank you for sharing. What are some ways you might need to show courage in our classroom or 
at school?” (Write the list on a board or paper. Typical responses might include: overcoming nerves 
on the first day of school; introducing themselves to a new friend; asking for help; sharing their 
feelings; apologizing for a mistake; standing up to someone who was name-calling or not playing 
fairly; etc. Save this list as a way to remind students how they can show courage in school.)  

“Who are people you’ve heard of that demonstrate courage?” (Examples may include: Martin Luther 
King Jr., the president, their parents, etc.) 

“Courageous people stand up for what’s right even if they’re afraid. They follow their hearts and 
work toward what they want despite challenges. Did you know that people who overcome their 
fears and show courage are happier and healthier?” 
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“Courage has many benefits. Courage can help us build confidence, try new things, and make new 
friends. It can help us celebrate diversity, be more creative, and say no to things that might be 
harmful to us. It also feels good to act courageously.” 

“Before we do an activity together, does anyone have any questions about courage?”

Activity
“For today’s activity, I want everyone to come up with their own Brave Pose. A Brave Pose is a way 
of sitting or standing that increases your courage. It helps your brain and body move from fear to 
courage. Do you want to see mine?” (Show students what your pose looks like.) 

“Everyone take two minutes to find a sitting or standing pose that helps you feel strong, confident, 
and courageous. It might feel silly at first, but scientists have shown that practicing a Brave Pose 
helps you gain courage. Make sure you can hold your pose for at least one minute without getting 
hurt or tired.” (Allow students two minutes to find their Brave Poses.)

“Let’s all practice our Brave Poses together. First we’ll try holding it for 15 seconds. Ready, go!” 

“Shake it out. Next, we’ll try holding our Brave Pose for 30 seconds. Ready, go!” 

“Time for a challenge. Try to hold your Brave pose for 45 seconds. If you get tired, that’s okay. We’ll 
keep practicing, or you can adjust your pose until it’s just right. Ready, go!” 

“Shake it out. Let’s try one more time. This time, try to hold it for one full minute! Let’s start with a 
few Brave Breaths to get ready.” (Lead three Brave Breaths.) “Here we go!” 

“Nice work! Any time you want to increase your courage, try out your Brave Pose. We’ll keep 
practicing, and soon you’ll  be able to hold it for two minutes!” 

Transfer of Learning 
Invite students to try their Brave Poses before a quiz.
If students act courageously, you can add their actions to the list of courageous classroom acts. 
As a writing exercise, have students copy the list of courageous acts into their Choose Love 
Journals. 
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LESSON 3
Courage Plays
I express courage with my whole body. 

Student Objectives
•  Practice embodied courage. 
•  Practice paying attention and using listening skills.
•  Define affirmations.
•  Practice affirmations to help them relax and calm down.
•  Understand that small acts of courage are important. 
•  Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.
•  Educator Preparation
•  Today’s activity will prompt students to work in pairs. Pre-assign students a learning buddy. 
•  Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals.
•  Prepare a short (30–50 second) skit with another educator/volunteer to demonstrate a 

Courage Play. 

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin talking about courage by practicing our Brave Breaths together three times.” (Lead 
students in three Brave Breaths.) 

“Now, we’ll take a minute to practice our Brave Pose. Let’s begin by holding it for 30 seconds. Ready, go.”

Discussion
“Today, we’ll begin by reflecting on a time when we acted courageously. Take out your Choose Love 
Journals and take two minutes to write down what you did.” 

“Remember, it doesn’t have to be a heroic act of courage. Small acts of courage are important too. 
Maybe you overcame your fears and stood up for someone who was being treated unfairly. Or 
maybe you stood up for yourself because you were being treated in a way that you knew wasn’t 
right.” (Give students two minutes to think.) 
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“Next, you’ll talk with your partner about a time when you showed courage. Practice good listening 
skills while your partner is talking. What are some ways you can show your partner that you’re 
being a good listener?” (Examples include: making eye contact, keeping your body still, not 
interrupting them, asking questions about something they said, etc.)

“Tell your partner about the example of how you showed courage.” (Give students two minutes to 
share, and then cue them to switch.) 

“How does it feel to talk about a time you did something courageous?” (Students may have a variety 
of responses: nervous or embarrassed talking about their fears, proud about overcoming their fears, 
etc. Note that a diversity of responses is natural. If the responses are all very similar, offer students 
additional examples of different emotional responses to talking about courage.) 

“You can learn a new skill faster if you practice learning it with your whole body. That means: using 
your brain to think about it, using your heart to feel it, using your voice to talk about it, and using 
your body to practice it.” 

“Today we’re going to make Courage Plays with our partners. You will use your brain, heart, voice, 
and body to act out the time you showed courage. 

Activity
“First, talk to your partner again about your display of courage. Each partner will get two minutes to 
describe the scene in more detail. What were you wearing that day? What words did you say? Who 
was around? What time of day or year was it?” 

“While you’re telling your story, your partner should use their listening skills, and take notes 
by either writing or drawing what they hear. I will let you know when it’s time to switch. What 
questions do you have before we begin?” (Give students two to three minutes, then cue them 
to switch and repeat with their partner. Repeat the instructions to help the second student stay 
focused.)

“Next, take five minutes each to act out your scenarios together. One partner will go first, and you 
will both practice that person’s Courage Play. I’ll let you know it’s time to switch, and then you’ll 
practice the other partner’s play.” (Give students five minutes each. Walk around, answer questions, 
and keep students on-task.) 

“Throughout the week, we will have different students share their Courage Plays so that everyone 
has a chance to go. Today, I’ll choose three volunteers to go.” (Select three volunteers.) 

“Before our courageous volunteers go first, let’s practice our Brave Poses. Let’s also say an 
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affirmation together to help our volunteers get ready to present their Courage Plays. An 
affirmation is a sentence you say that helps you focus on something. These affirmations will help 
us focus on courage. 

Repeat after me: 
• I am courageous.
• I have the power to overcome my fears. 
• I stand up for those who need courage. 
• I am calm and ready to be courageous.” 

(Call up the first pair of students and ask them what their Courage Play is about. Then mimic a 
movie director, and give them an “action” cue to begin.) 

(As students perform, give them feedback, and highlight the pro-social skills they demonstrated. 
You can also ask the class if they ever had a similar scenario that they can relate to.) 

“Great job everyone! We’ll keep performing these over the course of the week. But for right now, let’s 
practice Rest and Relax to close today’s lesson.”

“Slowly take three Courage Breaths. Close your eyes. Imagine a slow, gentle wave coming in and out 
as you breath. Every time the wave comes and goes, your body gets more relaxed.” (Breathe in and 
out five more times.) 

Transfer of Learning
Continue practicing Courage Plays and affirmations throughout the week. 
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LESSON 4
Courage and the Brain
My brain and body help me choose courage. 

Student Objectives
•  Identify what happens to their brains when they’re afraid.
•  Recognize how Brave Breaths help their brains calm down.
•  Recognize that they have a choice about how to respond to fear.
•  Practice affirmations.
•  Identify somatic responses to fear.
•  Identify situations where they feel fear.
•  Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
Watch the video about Dr. Dan Siegel’s hand model that describes how the brain works: http://www.
drdansiegel.com/resources/everyday_mindsight_tools/. Practice describing the brain to students 
using Dr. Siegel’s model.
 

Focused Awareness
“Let’s get ready to listen and learn by practicing our Brave Breaths and by Rest and Relaxing.” (Lead 
students in a Brave Breath and Rest and Relax activity.)  

Discussion
“Today we’re going to talk more about how our brains, hearts, and bodies work together to help us 
practice courage. We’ll see what happens to our brains when we feel scared or overwhelmed.” 

“Who remembers a time when they felt afraid? What did you feel scared about?” (Have students 
share their examples. Normalize fear as a natural response.) 

“How did your body let you know you were feeling fear?” (Examples may include: heart was racing, 
body was tense, eyes went wide, etc.) 
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“How can you tell if someone else feels afraid?”

“It sounds like we’ve all felt fear before, and that we feel fear about different things.”  

“Remember that it’s normal to feel afraid.  Once we recognize this, we can choose what actions to take.”  

“Sometimes you might feel so scared that you want to run away, fight back, or get close to your 
friends. This is how our bodies protect us from danger. However, if you’re trying to be courageous, 
you may want to choose another response—like helping a friend or standing up for yourself.” 

“To better understand fear, let’s see what happens to our brains when we feel afraid.”

“Let’s learn about the three parts of the brain: the reptilian brain, the mammalian brain, and the 
human brain.” 

Activity
“Everyone hold up your hand like you are going to give someone a high-five.” (Hold your hand up, 
palm facing out.) “Next, tuck your thumb into your palm.” (It will look like you are holding up four 
fingers. Help students as necessary.)

“Let’s imagine that your hand is your brain. Your thumb is where your reptilian brain is. It’s 
responsible for regulating your breathing, heart rate, and body temperature. It helps you stay alert 
and reactive to your environment. It controls your balance, coordination, and reflexes. It never 
sleeps! Let’s call this part of your brain the lizard brain.” 

“The next part of the brain is called ‘the numbat.’ Let’s imagine it is where your palm is. It’s 
responsible for your emotions and social behavior. It helps you make value judgments—deciding 
whether something is right or wrong. It strongly influences your behavior and can sometimes make 
you feel like you’re riding an emotional roller coaster.” 

“Now, close the rest of your fingers over your thumb and make a fist. These fingers represent the 
part of your brain that helps you think clearly and solve problems.” (Hold up your fist, fingernails 
facing out. Point to your fingers and then point to your forehead.) “This is the front part of your 
brain, near your forehead. Let’s call it ‘the human brain.’”

“This part of the brain is responsible for imagination, thought, planning, and decision-making. It 
helps us learn language, and is the source of self-control.” 

“These parts of your brain—the lizard, numbat, and human—work together to help you play and learn.” 
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“But when you get scared or overwhelmed, this happens.” (Flip up your four fingers.) 

“Look how far away our fingers are from our thumb! It’s hard for the lizard, numbat, and human 
brains to talk to each other and work together when they’re so far apart like that.” 

“This is what happens when we get scared, and it makes it difficult for our thoughts and feelings to 
work together. There are many things we can do to help them cooperate again. Our Brave Breaths 
and Brave Poses are two ways we’ve already learned.” 

“You can identify which part of your brain to listen to at any moment. You can tell your lizard brain 
is working if you feel hot, your heart starts beating rapidly, or your muscles get suddenly tense. You 
can tell your numbat brain is working if you start feeling lots of strong emotions. And, you can tell 
your human brain is working if you can stop and reflect on what is happening in the moment.” 

“When we slow down, or pause, it helps us hug our human brain…” (Wrap your fingers back around 
your thumb to make a fist) “…and nudge the numbat back into place.” 

“Let’s close today by practicing a Brave Breath, combined with an affirmation. An affirmation 
is a statement you say to yourself that helps you focus on something. When we repeat positive 
affirmations about courage, it puts our human brain to work and helps us build our courage 
muscles.” 

“Repeat after me: 
• I feel good knowing that I have strength and love to stand up for what is right.
• Learning about my brain helps me be courageous. 
• I use my whole body to practice courage. 
• When I practice courage, it helps other people feel inspired to practice courage too.” 

Transfer of Learning
Throughout the week, ask students if anyone had to nudge their numbat or hug their human brain, 
and what they did to calm down. Prompt students to write or draw in their Choose Love Journals. 
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LESSON 5
Positive Relationships
I play, work, and problem-solve with my friends in safe and caring ways. 

Student Objectives
•  Define positive relationships.
•  List friendship skills.
•  Understand that friends might have different thoughts, feelings, and wants.
•  Discuss the problem-solving model, CALM.
•  Define cooperation. List ways to cooperate in class. Practice cooperating.
•  Review listening skills. 
•  Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
• Print and display the CALM Discussion Rubric. Print a copy for each student, or have them 

write it in their Choose Love Journals. 
• Review the instructions for the cooperative game in the Activity section.

Focused Awareness
“Before we begin, let’s practice a Brave Breath and a Rest and Relax activity to get ready to listen 
and learn. Who would like to help me lead the Brave Breath today?” (Select two students to help 
lead the Brave Breath.)

Discussion
“Today we’ll practice using courage to help us make friends and have positive relationships.” 
“When we have a relationship with someone, it means we are connected to that person in some way. 
We have relationships with our classmates. We talk to each other, and play, work, color, and learn 
together.”  

“We have relationships with our family members. We can have relationships with people on sports 
teams, or in dance classes. We can even make new friends and start new relationships.” 
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“Some of you may have good friends and some of you may even have best friends. What do you think 
makes a good friend, or a good relationship?” (Responses may include: listening to each other, caring 
about each other, doing kind deeds, sharing and playing fairly, helping out if you need help, etc.)

“One way to show people you want to have a positive relationship is to listen to them. How do you 
know if someone is listening to you?” (Responses may include: making eye contact, their body is 
facing yours, nodding or responding to something you said, acknowledging how you are feeling, 
giving you their full attention, etc.)

“Just because you are friends with someone doesn’t mean you will always agree with them. You 
might have different thoughts, feelings, and ideas.” (Recall examples of students liking different toys, 
eating different foods, playing different games, having different feelings about the same thing, etc.) 

“Our differences make us special and help us learn new things about each other. While differences 
can be exciting and interesting, they can also create problems to solve. For example, if I want to 
jump rope and my friend wants to play tag, we might have a problem deciding what game to play.” 

“Sometimes, even with good friends, you might feel hurt, angry, or disappointed.” 

“When you have a positive relationship, however, you are able to play, learn, and solve problems 
together in ways that are safe, caring, and respectful. Sometimes, it takes courage to do that.” 

Activity
“I want to tell you about an easy way you can solve problems. Just remember the word CALM. The 
letter ‘C’ in the word calm stands for ‘cooperate.’ The first thing we do if we have a problem is stop 
and decide to cooperate.” 

“Can anyone tell me what the word ‘cooperate’ means?” (Listen to students’ responses.) “When we 
cooperate, we work together. Our lizard, numbat and human brains cooperate to help us have courage.” 

“What kind of behaviors do your eyes see when people are cooperating?” (Examples include: 
sharing, trading, taking turns, smiling, etc.) “Is there anything you would not see them doing?” 
(Examples include: hitting, fighting, grabbing, etc.)

“What do your ears hear when people are cooperating?” (Examples include: kind words, questions, 
“let’s take turns,” “let’s play together,” etc.) “How loud do you think people are when they are 
cooperating?” (Responses include: soft voices, medium volume, outside might be louder, etc.)

“Let’s think of some examples of how we can cooperate in class, and work together to solve 
problems.” (Give examples of how students cooperated in school.) 
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“When you want to have a positive relationship with someone, or solve a problem, the first thing 
you do is choose to cooperate.” 

“Now let’s play a cooperative game that will help us move and stretch our bodies. Each person will 
think of a way to stretch their body, then the whole class will practice the stretch.” 
(Have students form a large circle or break into smaller circles, depending on the space. Begin by 
picking one student within the circle. Have the student call out a stretch. Going either clockwise 
or counter-clockwise, every student must do the stretch one by one. The idea is to pass the stretch 
along. Once the stretch gets back to the original student you chose, have the next student call out a 
new stretch. The other students will have to hold the initial stretch until the new stretch makes its 
way to them.)

(If students need more direction, give them specific prompts: How would you stretch your wrist? 
How would you stretch your legs?) 

“Next time we’ll learn what the other letters in the word CALM stand for. We’ll learn how they can 
help us build positive relationships and problem-solve together.” 

Transfer of Learning
Have students define cooperation in their Choose Love Journals, and list ways that they like to 
cooperate with their friends or family members. 
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LESSON 6
Reviewing Courage
I know many ways to take courageous action. 

Student Objectives
•  Review listening skills.
•  Review courage skills.
•  Practice using the CALM Discussion Rubric.
•  Recognize points of agreement and disagreement during problem-solving.
•  Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
•  Review the CALM Discussion Rubric. 
•  Read the section in the Educator’s Guide on coaching students to use non-judgmental 

observations when talking about problems. Using non-judgmental and behaviorally specific 
language to describe problems sets the stage for assertive communication and discussions 
about tattling. 

•  Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals.

Focused Awareness
“Before we begin, let’s get ready to listen and learn by practicing our Brave Breaths. Who would like 
to help me lead the Brave Breath today?” (Select two students to help lead a Brave Breath.)

“Now, to make sure our bodies are ready to learn, let’s Rest and Relax. Take one more Brave Breath 
together slowly. Close your eyes. Imagine your feet relaxing. Now imagine your legs relaxing. 
Imagine your belly relaxing. Now imagine your arms and hands relaxing. Finally, relax your neck 
and head.” 

“How does your body feel now?” 

“At any time during the day, if you need to take a Brave Breath to help you focus, calm down, or Rest 
and Relax, you can visit the…” (Courage corner, quiet room, etc.)
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Discussion
“Last time we learned to use the word CALM to help us problem-solve with our friends and build 
positive relationships. Who remembers what the letter ‘C’ stood for?” (Cooperate.) “We stop and 
choose to cooperate.” 

“Today we’ll learn what the other letters stand for. After we decide to cooperate, we… ‘A’…ask questions. 
Asking questions is a great way to build positive relationships and solve problems with friends.” 

“Here are three questions you can ask. Repeat them after me.” (As an option, have students write 
the questions in their Choose Love Journals.)

“How do I feel?” (Point to yourself.) 
“How do you feel?” (Point to the other person.) 
“What do I see happening?” 
“If you’re curious about what you see, you can always ask more questions, such as, ‘Why do you feel 
that way?’ Or, ‘How do you know?’”

“This is a good time to also ask your lizard, numbat, and human brains what they’re experiencing. 
What would each of them say?”

(It’s tempting for students to use judgments or accusations when responding to, “What do I see 
happening?” Coach students to use behavioral observations instead. Help them focus on what they 
see with their eyes, hear with their ears, feel with their hearts, and what they want. For example, 
rather than saying, “She’s being mean,” coach students to say, “I was playing with the toy, and she 
took it without asking. I feel frustrated, and don’t think that’s fair.”) 

“Let’s repeat those questions one more time so we remember them.” 
“How do I feel?” (Point to yourself. Do I need to calm down? Nudge my numbat? Take a breath?)
“How do you feel?” (Point to the other person.) 
“What do I see happening? What do I see? What do I hear?’” 
“Asking ‘why’ or ‘how’ questions also helps.” 

“Nice work. So far we ‘C’—cooperate, and ‘A’—ask questions. Who can guess what ‘L’ might stand 
for? ‘Listen!’” 

“First, listen to your own feelings when you ask yourself, ‘How do I feel?’” (Point to yourself.) “Listen 
to your lizard, numbat, and human brains. Then listen to the other person.” 

“If you were watching two people, how would you know they were listening to each other?” 
(Examples include: making eye contact, speaking in turns, not doing anything else, facing each 
other, nodding their heads in understanding, etc.)
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“If you were talking to someone, what could they say to let you know they were listening to you?” 
(Examples include: repeating what you said to make sure they heard you, saying they understand 
how you are feeling, saying, “I didn’t know that,” or “I haven’t thought about it that way before.”)

“When you’re listening, pay attention to what you say that’s the same and what you say that might 
be different. Are your feelings the same or different? Are your ideas the same or different?” 

“Tell each other what you agree on, and notice what you disagree on. For example, ‘I think we agree 
on playing outside, but disagree on what game to play.’” 

“C—A—L. The last letter is ‘M’. ‘M’ stands for ‘make your move’! This is where you decide what to do 
next. You’ve asked questions and listened to each other. Now, what should you do?  This is where 
you come up with solutions together.” 

Activity
“Let’s practice a scenario. Pretend that a classmate organized a game you wanted to play, but that 
they did not include you.” 

“First…’C’—cooperate. We decide we want to work together to figure this out.” 

“‘A’—ask questions and ‘L’—listen to each other.” 
“How might I feel if I wasn’t invited to play?” (Students may be sad, lonely, angry, etc.) 
“If I need to calm down before continuing, what could I do?” (Responses include: take a Brave 
Breath, stand in a Brave Pose, relax my body, nudge my numbat, etc.) 

“How might the other person feel?” (Examples include: embarrassed because they forgot to ask me, 
or uncertain because they didn’t know if I wanted to play.) 

“What do I see happening in this situation? Or, what did I hear?” (Examples include: saw other 
people playing the game, heard other students talking about the game but didn’t get asked to play.) 

“After listening to each other, it is time to ‘M’…make your move. What could you do to resolve your 
problem?” 

(Practice additional scenarios as time allows. Potential scenarios include: 
Someone didn’t get invited to a birthday party.
A friend feels disappointed with the grade they got on a quiz. 
Someone says you can’t be part of the “cool” group.) 
(As students begin to understand complex gender identity, race, and cultural issues, you may 
hear them tell sexual jokes or make inappropriate statements about gender, sex, race, bodies, 
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disability, or cultural memes. This is a good time to have a direct conversation about these harmful 
statements and give students clear instruction for what is appropriate and what is not. 
You may hear comments such as:
“You run like a girl,” “You’re so gay,” or “You’re retarded.”
Or someone may make an insensitive comment about a race or culture, like the smell of an Asian 
student’s food, the look of a student’s hijab, the texture of an African-American student’s hair, etc.)

“When we practice these skills, we’re putting courage into action. Next time, we’ll learn a new 
ingredient in the Choose Love formula.” 

Transfer of Learning
Continue to reinforce all the skills taught in this unit. Cue students to practice the skills 
individually, and as a class. 

Reflection
Below are questions to help you reflect on how the program is working. 

How are your students responding to the program? What do the students like best?
What's working best? 
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GRADE 2 UNIT 2 :

GRATITUDE

OVERVIEW

Students learn that gratitude is mindful thankfulness and the ability to be thankful even 
when things in life are challenging. When you practice gratitude you feel thankful and want 
to share that feeling with others (Donaldson, Dollwet & Rao, 2014). Research has shown 
that the benefits of gratitude include better sleep patterns, increased levels of happiness 
and optimism, greater connection to peers and communities, and decreases in anxiety and 
stress (J. Psychosom Res. 2009; Chen, L.H. & Chang, 2014). Gratitude also influences sleep 
through the mechanism of pre-sleep cognitions. These benefits positively impact the lives 
of students physically, mentally, and emotionally. They also help cultivate safe and thriving 
classroom cultures. “Gratitude” exercises help students become actively thankful for 
everyday situations and opportunities (Lomas, Froh, Emmons, Mishra & Bono, 2014). The 
more gratitude a person shows, the more active their brain’s hypothalamus becomes. While 
the hypothalamus controls various bodily functions (such as drinking, eating, and sleeping), 
it also plays a significant role in students’ metabolism and stress levels. The act of being 
thankful helps release dopamine, which not only makes students feel good but is also a key 
neurotransmitter for learning (Wiss, 2014). Children who practice gratitude show more 
positive attitudes toward themselves and others. 
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Lessons
Lesson 1: The Benefits of Gratitude
Theme: Practicing gratitude helps me focus when I feel overwhelmed.
Lesson 2: Gratitude at School
Theme: I feel grateful for many people and things at school.
Lesson 3: Gratitude and Affirmations
Theme: I use affirmations to focus my thoughts and feelings in a positive way.
Lesson 4: Gratitude in Action
Theme: I can practice gratitude alone or with my friends.

Student Objectives
•  Define gratitude.
•  Practice Gratitude Breaths (diaphragmatic breathing) and focused awareness.
•  Practice Rest and Relax activities.
•  Identify the benefits of practicing gratitude.
•  Identify somatic response to feeling overwhelmed.
•  Define the term “overwhelmed.”
•  Make lists of things and people they are grateful for in school.
•  Describe how their bodies feel when they practice gratitude. 
•  Practice affirmations.
•  Write their own affirmations.
•  Acknowledge that gratitude can help us accept diversity.
•  Practice gratitude as a group. 
•  Play a gratitude game.
•  Practice feeling gratitude for the Earth. 
•  Learn how to take a gratitude time-out. 

Family Focus and Connection 
Families and caregivers are encouraged to become familiar with the skills, concepts, and 
neuroscience associated with the Choose Love Enrichment Program. Below are optional activities 
that students and families/caregivers can use to practice Choose Love skills and concepts at home. 

Invite families to use the following discussion starters and activities with their children: 
• “To me, gratitude is…”
• “I show gratitude at school by…”
• “I show gratitude at home by…”
• “I show gratitude in my community by…”
• Show someone how to do a “Gratitude Breath” and explain how it can help.
•  Write or draw in your Choose Love Journal. Write or draw something every day that you’re 

grateful for. The family can read it together once a week. 
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•  Talk to families about the scientifically proven benefits of practicing gratitude. Show them 
how to make a gratitude list.

Make Your Move
Gratitude can be contagious and powerful when it becomes part of school culture. Here are some 
easy ways to incorporate gratitude into your classroom culture: 

•  Ask for help from your students (cleaning, celebrating a birthday, etc.) and thank them 
afterwards. Provide opportunities for students to demonstrate kindness. 

• Smile at your students when they approach you. 
•  Thank students after they do a good deed, not just when they behave correctly or follow 

directions. 
• Create a poster showing how your students express their gratitude.
• Invite students to teach their friends, siblings, and peers about gratitude. 

When a school culture includes gratitude, educators feel more supported and supportive. Practice 
small acts of gratitude with your colleagues, families/caregivers, and yourself. It’s the small things 
that can make a big difference. 

For example: 
• Thank parents for showing up on time, or showing up at all, to parent-teacher conferences.
• Thank your colleagues for sharing problem-solving strategies with you. 
• Thank your friends for listening to you, or simply asking how you are doing. 
•  Pause to thank yourself for the passion, time, and resources you are committing to teaching 

this program, and for helping future generations to choose love. 
•  Leave ‘thank you’ notes that highlight the strengths of your colleagues, students, and their 

families.

By teaching children how to be grateful, we are fostering a world filled with grateful human beings 
who will pay their gratitude forward.
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LESSON 1
The Benefits of Gratitude
Practicing gratitude helps me focus when I feel overwhelmed. 

Student Objectives
• Define gratitude.
• Practice Gratitude Breaths (diaphragmatic breathing) and focused awareness.
• Practice Rest and Relax activities.
• Identify the benefits of practicing gratitude.
• Identify somatic response to feeling overwhelmed.
• Define the term “overwhelmed.”

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
• Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals. 
• Write the word “gratitude” on a word wall or vocabulary list.
• Think of an example of a time you felt overwhelmed and used gratitude to feel better
• Prepare to share it with students as an example. 
•  Create a physical cue for gratitude. Physical cues help students remember and embody 

the lessons about courage, gratitude, forgiveness, and compassion. Options include using 
American Sign Language (ASL), clapping chants, brief rhymes, or a full-body pose. 

•  If you have students who speak languages other than English, learn how to say “gratitude” 
in their native languages. 

Focused Awareness
“Raise your hand if you remember how to use a Brave Breath. Today I feel excited because we’re 
going to learn a new breath. It‘s called the Gratitude Breath. We use Gratitude Breaths to help us 
think of things we feel thankful for.” (Use your physical cue for gratitude when you say the word 

“gratitude” now and throughout the lessons.)

“Today, I feel thankful for…” (List two or three examples of things you feel grateful for using the 
template: “I feel grateful for _______ because ________.”)  
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“We say, ‘Thank you,’ when someone does something kind for us. Raise your hand if you can tell me 
a time when someone did something kind for you.” (Call on students to hear their responses.) 

“When someone does something kind for us, we can feel thankful. Gratitude is when you feel 
thankful and want to do something kind or helpful in return. Saying ‘thank you’ is one way we can 
express our gratitude when someone does something helpful for us.” 

“Now, let’s practice some Gratitude Breaths.” 

“First, place one hand on your heart and one hand on your belly, just like with the Brave Breath. 
Take a slow, deep breath in and fill your belly with air. Then slowly breathe out.” 

“Take another breath in, and this time imagine it’s a wave of warm air moving past your heart and 
down into your belly. When you breathe out, the warm air moves from your belly and back to your 
heart. Let’s do this again.” 

“As you breathe the warm air in, think of one thing you feel thankful for. Maybe you feel thankful for your 
friends in class, or a family member. Maybe you feel grateful because someone did something kind for you.” 

“Take one more Gratitude Breath, and let your face relax into a gentle smile. As you breathe out, 
imagine sharing that feeling of gratitude with the whole world.” (If students giggle, tell them that 
gratitude helps us feel happy, which sometimes causes us to giggle.) 

“Great job learning our new breath, everyone. How do you feel after practicing our Gratitude Breaths?” 

Discussion
“Today, we’re going to talk about the benefits of being grateful. People who practice gratitude are 
happier and healthier.” 

“Gratitude helps us have positive relationships, helps us be more hopeful, and can help us 
sleep better. It gives us more energy, and even helps us live longer! There are many benefits to 
practicing gratitude.” 

“Practicing gratitude can help us find encouragement if we feel overwhelmed, or become frustrated 
by criticism. When we learn to appreciate small successes, it can help us accomplish big goals. It 
can also help us build confidence and help us focus.”

“For example…” (Use your own example or the following one.) “…one time, I wanted to make holiday 
cards for all my friends and family. I wanted them to be colorful and have a personal message. I 
quickly felt overwhelmed and frustrated because I didn’t know where to start. It was a big project!” 

“I knew I was starting to feel stressed because my jaw was tense, I couldn’t think clearly, my face 
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was hot, and my heart started racing. I knew my lizard and numbat brains were trying to tell me 
something. I wanted to quit, but instead I took a Gratitude Breath to calm myself down.” 

“After I calmed down, I asked a friend to help me make a list of everything I needed to do, so I could 
do one thing at a time. That made it much easier to decide what to do next.” 

“I focused on feeling grateful for my friends and family, for having the supplies I needed to make 
the cards, and for my friend who helped me. Soon, I was excited again and ready to start my project! 

“We feel overwhelmed when we have too much to do, too many ideas, or too many feelings all at the 
same time. Has anyone here ever felt overwhelmed before?” 

“How does your body let you know that you’re overwhelmed?”

“What kind of things do you feel overwhelmed about?” (Examples include: a big game, exams, parties, homework, etc.) 

“It sounds like we all feel overwhelmed about different things. What are some things you can do for 
a friend if you can tell they feel overwhelmed?” 

“Great ideas! Taking a Gratitude Breath is one thing you can do. Let’s practice another way to help if 
you feel overwhelmed.” 

Activity
“Let’s practice Resting and Relaxing our bodies. We can practice feeling gratitude in our bodies as 
we relax! Let’s try!” 

“Start by taking another Gratitude Breath. Now, choose one part of your body that you feel thankful for.” 

“Maybe you feel thankful for your hands because they help you color, write, and play. Maybe you 
feel thankful for your ears because they help you listen to your friends, or your favorite song. You 
might feel thankful for your mind, which helps you think, problem-solve, and be creative. Or maybe 
you feel grateful for your heart because it helps bring blood to all your muscles and helps you feel 
so many different kinds of feelings. You can even feel thankful for your whole body.” 

“Take one more, slow, deep Gratitude Breath to help you feel thankful, and to Rest and Relax.” 

“How do you feel now, after practicing a Rest and Relax activity?”

“Remember that you can try this any time on your own.” 

Transfer of Learning 
Cue students to use Gratitude Breaths or Rest and Relax activities if they feel overwhelmed. Invite 
them to practice before learning a new activity or game. 
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LESSON 2
Gratitude at School
I feel grateful for many people and things at school. 

Student Objectives
• Make lists of things and people they are grateful for in school.
• Describe how their bodies feel when they practice gratitude. 
• Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills

Educator Preparation
• Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals.
•  Think of a personal example of a time you felt gratitude in school, and prepare to share it as 

an example.

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin by practicing our Gratitude Breaths together three times.” (Lead students in three 
Gratitude Breaths.)

“Now, to make sure our bodies are ready to learn, let’s Rest and Relax. Take one more Gratitude 
Breath together slowly. Close your eyes. Last time we practiced feeling gratitude for our bodies. 
This time we’ll practice feeling gratitude for our friends.” 

“As you relax your body, think of a time a friend helped you, or did something kind for you. Did they 
share a toy with you? Did they cheer you up when you were feeling sad?” 

“Say, ‘Thank you,’ to them in your mind. Take one more Gratitude Breath.” 

Discussion
“The first ingredient for Choosing Love was courage. Who can remind us what courage means?” 

“Courage is when you feel afraid, but choose to do something anyway because it’s the right thing to 
do. Courage can help you make important decisions.” 

“The second ingredient is gratitude.” 
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“Gratitude is when you feel thankful for something or someone, and want to share that feeling with others.” 

“For example…” (Share a personal story of feeling gratitude in school. For example: “I’m grateful 
that our secretary, Mrs. Williams, helped us prepare the materials for our science lesson today. So, 
I’m going to sit at the front desk during my planning time so that she can take a nice lunch. I feel 
joyful knowing that I’m going to help Mrs. Williams. She will be able to take a break and enjoy her 
lunch.”)

“One of the best things about gratitude is that it not only improves someone else’s life, but it also 
helps us feel good. Both people benefit when you give and receive gratitude!” 

Activity
“Let’s make a list of the things and people we’re grateful for in school and write our ideas in our 
Choose Love Journals. I am thankful for ______ because ______.” (List several examples of things 
you’re grateful for. You may express thanks for classroom rules that help keep everyone safe, help 
students to play fairly, and make the classroom a friendly space for everyone to learn.) 

“Take a few minutes to write or draw what you are grateful for. Then we’ll share our ideas.” 

“What things are you grateful for in school? While each person takes a turn sharing something 
they’re grateful for, the rest of us will practice our listening skills. If you’re grateful for the same 
thing as someone else, let them know by showing them a thumbs up.” (Alternatively, they could use 
the ASL sign for “grateful.”)

(As students share their ideas, encourage them to follow the template: “I’m thankful/grateful for 
______ because _____.” For example, “I’m grateful for recess because I like to play with my friends;” 
or, “I’m grateful for the library because I like to read.” Pause after each student shares an idea, and 
ask the class if anyone else is grateful for the same thing. If they are, have them show a thumbs up.) 

“When I hear all the things you are grateful for, I feel warm and fuzzy in my body. How do your 
bodies feel after hearing all this gratitude?”  

“When I feel grateful, I want to share that feeling with others, and don’t expect anything in return.” 

“Using courage and feeling grateful are two ways that we can choose to create more love in our lives 
and in the world.” 

Transfer of Learning
Remind students that they can be grateful for things that are not “gifts.” If they think of other 
things they’re grateful for, encourage students to add them to their Choose Love Journals. 
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LESSON 3
Gratitude and Affirmations 
I use affirmations to focus my thoughts and feelings in a positive way.

Student Objectives
• Practice affirmations.
• Write their own affirmations.
• Acknowledge that gratitude can help us accept diversity.
• Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
• Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals. 

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin by practicing our Gratitude Breaths together three times.” (Lead students in three 
Gratitude Breaths.) 

“Now, to make sure our bodies are ready to learn, let’s Rest and Relax. Take one more Gratitude 
Breath together slowly. Close your eyes. Last time we practiced feeling gratitude for our friends. 
This time we’ll practice feeling gratitude for our whole class.” 

“As you relax your body, think of how grateful you feel for this class. We get to learn new things 
together. We get to play and have fun together. We help each other, and we care about each other.” 
(List any other unique attributes about your classroom that students can feel grateful for.) 

“Take one more Gratitude Breath.” 

Discussion
“In past lessons, we talked about ways to have positive relationships. When we have a relationship 
with someone, it means we’re connected to that person in some way.” 

“Our lizard, numbat, and human brains have relationships with one another. They work together 
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to help us think, feel, make decisions, learn, and play. We can have positive relationships with our 
friends, teachers, family members, and other community members.” 

“Sometimes, even when we have a positive relationship, we might disagree, or our feelings might 
get hurt. We might make mistakes or cause accidents. This is a natural part of growing and 
learning together. We can be grateful for our differences.” 

“Can you think of a time when you and a friend had different thoughts or feelings about 
something?” (Take some examples from students.) “How is having differences a positive thing?” 

“We can focus on the positive aspects of diversity by using affirmations.” 

Activity
“An affirmation is a statement you say quietly to yourself to help you focus your thoughts and 
feelings in a positive way. We can use affirmations to build courage and to practice gratitude.”

“We’ll try some together, and then you’ll make your own affirmations. Stand up, bodies still. Please 
put one hand on your heart and the other on your belly, just like in our breathing activity. 

Repeat after me:
• I am courageous.
• I stand up for myself and my friends. 
• Gratitude helps me overcome challenges. 
• Gratitude helps me appreciate differences. 
• I am ready to spread kindness. 
• I enjoy learning and playing. 
• I build positive relationships. 
• Gratitude makes me happier and healthier.” 

“Now, I want you to create your own affirmations and write them in your Choose Love Journals. You 
can use one we just said together or make up a new one. You can refer back to them at any time you 
want to practice courage or gratitude.” 

Transfer of Learning
If your school has bullying prevention policies in place, now is a good time to review them and 
discuss the consequences of name-calling and teasing. Affirmations are not a solution to bullying. 
However, they can be used as one strategy to develop resilience to criticism. 
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LESSON 4
Gratitude in Action
I can practice gratitude alone or with my friends. 

Student Objectives
• Practice gratitude as a group. 
• Play a gratitude game.
• Practice feeling gratitude for the Earth. 
• Learn how to take a gratitude time-out. 
• Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
• Review the gratitude game instructions in the Activity section. 
• Schedule a gratitude time-out—a time when the whole class stops to practice gratitude. 

Focused Awareness
“Let’s start by practicing our Gratitude Breath together. Who would like to help me lead the 
Gratitude Breath today?” (Select two students to help you lead a Gratitude Breath.)  

“Now, to make sure our bodies are ready to learn, let’s Rest and Relax. Take one more Gratitude 
Breath together slowly. Close your eyes. Last time we practiced feeling gratitude for our class. This 
time we’ll practice feeling gratitude for the Earth.” 

“As you relax your body, think of how grateful you feel for the Earth. We can feel grateful for 
sunshine, but we can also be grateful for the rain because it helps flowers grow. We can be grateful 
for the ocean because it’s home to many fish. We can be grateful for sand, grass, and dirt because 
they give us places to play.” (List any other unique attributes about your local environment that 
students can feel grateful for.) 

Discussion
“Today I want to talk about how we can continue to show gratitude to others. As we learned, gratitude is 
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a feeling of thankfulness so strong that we want to take action to show our gratitude to others.” 

“I’d like our class to start taking something called ‘gratitude time-outs.’ A gratitude time-out is a 
time when we drop everything we’re doing to make a gratitude list. We take gratitude time-outs 
when we think that we need to focus on the positives in our lives.” 

“We can do this to build up our courage if we feel sad or scared about something. We can do this if 
we feel overwhelmed by something or if we’re dealing with criticism.” 

“Focusing on positive things can help us change our feelings from scared to confident. We can use 
gratitude to calm down if we’re feeling overwhelmed or nervous. We can also do this if we feel very 
happy or excited as a way to celebrate all the good things in our lives.” 

“You can take a gratitude time-out on your own, or we can take one together as a whole class. Let’s 
schedule our first whole-class gratitude time-out.” (Write it on the calendar and have students note 
the date.) 

“After that, we’ll continue to have regularly scheduled gratitude time-outs.” (Choose a reoccurring 
weekly time.) “You can also decide for yourselves when to take extra gratitude time-outs during the 
week.”

Activity
“Let’s finish up our lesson today with a gratitude game. This is an imaginary gratitude beach ball. It 
is light and soft.” (Pretend to hold a beach ball.) 

“We’re going to pass it around the room, and fill it with gratitude. When you receive the ball, say 
something you feel grateful for. Then, make eye contact with the next person and pass it to them. 
I’ll go first…”

“I feel grateful for _________ because _________. <Student>, get ready to catch!” (Make eye contact 
with a student in the class and pass it to them. Cue them to say, “Thank you,” and repeat until 
everyone has had a turn.) 

Transfer of Learning
Any time a student is struggling, you can invite them to take a gratitude time-out and make a short 
list of things they are grateful for to help them refocus.

Reflection
Below are questions to help you reflect on how the program is working. 

What changes have you noticed in your classroom as a result of the program?
What do you think about the content of the program so far?
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GRADE 2 UNIT 3 :

FORGIVENESS

OVERVIEW

Forgiveness means choosing to let go of anger and resentment toward yourself or someone 
else, to surrender thoughts of revenge, and to move forward with your personal power intact. 
When someone forgives, they activate a neural network that connects different regions 
of the brain (Thompson & Waltz, 2008). Forgiveness is literally and figuratively a coming 
together, both biologically and behaviorally. The brain’s network of forgiveness includes the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, precuneus, and inferior parietal lobule. Activating this neural 
“forgiveness network” results in a sense of personal relief. 

Students learn how to forgive themselves and others if they’ve made a mistake, caused an 
accident, or hurt someone as a result of their actions. Students learn healthy ways to express 
anger and to calm themselves down. They also learn how their brains and bodies respond to 
anger. They practice listening skills to support each other when they feel angry or are having 
strong emotions. Forgiveness has been shown to improve relationships, decrease anxiety 
and stress, lower blood pressure, lower the risk of depression, and strengthen immune and 
heart health. Letting go of negative emotions can often have a remarkable impact on the body 
(Thompson & Waltz, 2008). 
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Lessons
Lesson 1: Forgiveness and Anger
Theme: Forgiveness can help me release anger.
Lesson 2: Helping Each Other Forgive
Theme: We can work together to let go of anger.
Lesson 3: The Brain, Anger, and Being an Upstander
Theme: My brain and body respond to anger and forgiveness. I stand up for my friends and help 
them forgive. 
Lesson 4: Forgiveness Affirmations and Doing My Best
Theme: Affirmations help me forgive. 

Student Objectives
• Define forgiveness.
• Practice Forgiveness Breaths (diaphragmatic breathing) and focused awareness.
• Practice Rest and Relax activities.
• Identify the benefits of practicing forgiveness.
• Identify somatic cues of anger.
• Identify cues of anger in others. 
• Define intention.
• Identify ways to independently calm down from frustration or anger. 
• Identify ways to help friends calm down.
• Tell classmates how they can help each other calm down if they’re angry.
• Identify what happens in their brains when they’re angry.
• Recognize how Forgiveness Breaths helps their brains calm down.
• Recognize that they have choices about how to respond to anger.
• Apply calming strategies to scenarios. 
• Define the term “upstander.”
• Identify ways to help someone who is being called names.
• Identify ways to help someone who is being left out.
• Practice forgiveness affirmations.
• Apply calming techniques to doing their best and making mistakes. 
• Recognize the impact of negative self-talk.
• Write their own affirmations.

Family Focus and Connection 
Families and caregivers are encouraged to become familiar with the skills, concepts, and 
neuroscience associated with the Choose Love Enrichment Program. The Family Focus and 
Connection section provides optional activities that help students and families/caregivers to 
practice skills and concepts from each unit at home. 
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Invite families to use the following discussion starters and activities with their children: 
• “To me, forgiveness is…”
• “I show forgiveness at school by…”
• “I show forgiveness at home by…”
• “I show forgiveness in my community by…”
• Show someone how to do a “Forgiveness Breath” and explain how it can help.
•  Let families know that helping their child to understand and express emotions helps him/

her to understand the emotions of others and practice forgiveness.  
• Talk to families about the scientifically proven benefits of practicing forgiveness.
• Ask families if their native cultures have any stories or folklore about forgiveness. 
•  Remind families that forgiveness is not about accountability, fairness, or justice. It is about 

letting go of anger, and a choice to surrender retribution. 

Make Your Move
In schools, like in any culture, people experience various degrees of microaggressions and 
trauma. Students learn the many benefits—physical, mental, and emotional—of choosing to 
forgive themselves and those who hurt them. “Recent validation of students’ insights comes from 
neuroscientists whose research has shown how the pain of social rejection affects the brain in 
much the same way as physical pain. Social pain is registered in the anterior cingulated cortex 
region of the brain, the same place where physical pain is registered… Social pain may be more 
significant if it is revisited daily and remains unresolved” (Heydenberk & Heydenberk 2004). 
Therefore, forgiveness is a key ingredient in building a healthy society, healthy schools, and 
healthy children. 

Notice how forgiveness plays a role in your classroom, school, and community. Below are 
examples of actions that foster a culture of forgiveness: 

• Read books about forgiveness and tell students to clap when the character forgives.
• Share a personal example of how it felt to forgive someone.
• Teach children that we can forgive ourselves for our own mistakes, too.
• Encourage students to teach someone how to forgive and how it can benefit them. 
• Encourage students to write about letting go of anger in their Choose Love Journals. 
• Practice forgiveness affirmations with students as a part of conflict resolution.

When a school culture encourages forgiveness, people are able to be heard, seen, and loved. They 
are able to heal, and are better able to learn. Practice small acts of forgiveness with your colleagues, 
families/caregivers, and yourself. It’s the small things that can make a big difference. 

For example: 
•  Acknowledge your own frustrations and anger. Journal about it and identify ways that you 

can choose to let go of your anger. 
•  Remember that forgiveness is not about accountability, fairness, or justice. It is about letting 
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go of anger and choosing to surrender retribution. 
•  Forgiveness takes practice, and every time someone forgives it shifts the culture. What 

opportunities do you have to practice small and large acts of forgiveness?
•  Become aware of how your school staff handles anger and frustration. How can you apply 

the same skills students learn to adult situations?
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LESSON 1
Forgiveness and Anger
Forgiveness can help me release anger. 

Student Objectives
• Define forgiveness.
• Practice Forgiveness Breaths (diaphragmatic breathing) and focused awareness.
• Practice Rest and Relax activities.
• Identify the benefits of practicing forgiveness.
• Identify somatic cues of anger.
• Identify cues of anger in others. 
• Define intention.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management

• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
• Preview and cue up the Forgiveness video.
• Prepare a 12–24” piece of string or yarn for each child.
• Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals. 
•  Think of a time when you chose to let go of anger, and prepare to share it with students as an example. 
• Write the word “forgiveness” on a word wall or vocabulary list.
•  Create a physical cue for forgiveness. Physical cues help students remember and embody 

the lessons about courage, gratitude, forgiveness, and compassion. Options include using 
American Sign Language (ASL), clapping chants, brief rhymes, or a full-body pose.

•  If you have students who speak languages other than English, learn how to say “forgiveness” 
in their native languages. 

Focused Awareness
“I feel excited today because we’re going to learn a new ingredient to choosing love. We learned 
about courage and gratitude. Now we’re going to learn about forgiveness, and how it helps us 
choose love, have fun, and get ready to learn.” (Use your physical cue for forgiveness when you say 
the word “forgiveness” now and throughout the lessons.)

“First let’s set an intention. An intention is a purpose, or a reason for doing something. For example, 
my intention in getting a snack is because I’m hungry, and want the energy to continue playing. 
Setting an intention helps us focus on how or why we’re doing something.”
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“An intention for today is: may my mind be open, focused, and clear as I learn about the power 
of forgiveness. Say that quietly to yourself. I will repeat it one more time: may my mind be open, 
focused, and clear as I learn about the power of forgiveness.” 

“Let’s begin by learning a Forgiveness Breath. Close your eyes. Think quietly to yourself, ‘May I be 
open to learning about forgiveness today.’” 

“Place one hand on your heart and one hand on your belly. Take a slow, deep breath in…and slowly 
breathe out. Notice how when you breathe in deeply, your belly gets bigger.” (Continue breathing.)

“As we keep breathing, let’s Rest and Relax our bodies. Imagine a warm, gentle ocean wave. Every 
time you breathe in, it slowly comes toward you.” (Use hand motions to demonstrate.) “Every time 
you breathe out, it slowly fades away.” (Lead three more breaths.) 

“When you’re breathing or relaxing, you can also relax your mind. We often think about things that 
happened in the past, or things that might happen in the future. When we use Forgiveness Breaths, 
we can focus on what is happening in the present moment.” 

“Forgiveness Breaths help you remember that you’re safe and calm. We can use Forgiveness Breaths 
any time we need to calm down from strong feelings, let go of anger, or focus on choosing love.” 

“Let’s reflect on how our bodies have changed since practicing some Forgiveness Breaths. How do 
you feel now that we practiced some Forgiveness Breaths?” (Students respond.) “Great! Now we’re 
ready to learn!”

Discussion
“Today we’ll learn about the third ingredient in choosing love: forgiveness. Forgiveness is when you choose to 
stop feeling angry at someone, and decide not to act in a negative or harmful way toward that person.” 

“All emotions are natural. Our feelings are very important. They help us learn, play, and have fun. 
They also help us make decisions about how to act, and how we want to treat other people.” 

“Anger can be an uncomfortable emotion, and sometimes it can grow really big. Anger is important 
because it helps us know when something isn’t fair, or isn’t right. It’s important for us to be able to 
recognize when we feel angry.” 

“What cues does your body give you to let you know you feel angry?” 

“How can you tell if someone else feels angry?” 
“While feeling anger is natural, feeling too much of it can be unhealthy. When someone feels very 
angry, they might not think clearly, and might hurt another person. This is why we want to be able 
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to recognize when we feel angry, and learn how to express ourselves in positive ways.” 

Activity
“Let’s watch a video about what happens when you feel angry.” (Watch the Forgiveness video.) 

“As we were watching the video, I imagined that when the little boy was angry at someone, it was 
like he was attached to that person by a cord. They were stuck together by anger, stress, and 
frustration. He had a difficult time focusing, learning, and having fun as a result.” 

“Can you remember a time when you felt that way?” 

“When I’m stuck feeling angry, worried, or stressed, I can even get a head ache, feel tired, or get a 
stomach ache.” 

“When the boy practiced forgiveness, he released himself from his uncomfortable feelings. He 
made the choice to cut the cord. Then, he was able to feel relieved, relaxed, and happy. If there’s 
something or someone you’re having strong feelings about, you might have to cut the cord more 
than once, or cut multiple cords.” 

“It takes practice to release stress, anger, frustration, worry, or resentment. But, when we learn to let 
go, we can live happier, healthier lives. Letting go of anger benefits you in the long run.”

“Doctors believe that practicing forgiveness can help improve your relationships, decrease your 
anxiety and blood pressure, and help you build a stronger immune system!”

“When we practice forgiveness, we practice letting go of anger.” (Share a personal example of 
a time you felt angry, but then chose to forgive.) “For example, one time I felt angry because 

________, but then ________.  When I was angry, my body felt ______ and I…” (Tell the impact that 
stress had on your life and relationships). 

“Think of a time when you were angry about something, but then you stopped being angry.” (Pause 
for a minute to let students think, and then have them share some examples.)

“In those examples, you were able to let go of your anger over time. Use your sting to practice 
cutting a cord of anger.” (Have students hold up their string. Mimic using your fingers as scissors 
to cut the string, or use scissors to cut the string.)
 

“We’re going to keep learning about forgiveness and how it benefits us.” 

Transfer of Learning
Help students acknowledge when they’re angry, and cue them to practice a Forgiveness Breath. 
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LESSON 2
Helping Each Other Forgive
We can work together to let go of anger. 

Student Objectives
• Identify ways to independently calm down from frustration or anger. 
• Identify ways to help friends calm down.
• Tell classmates how they can help each other calm down if they’re angry.
• Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills

• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
•  Today’s activity will prompt students to work in pairs. Pre-assign students a learning buddy. 
• Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals.

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin by practicing three Forgiveness Breaths with a buddy.” (Lead pairs of students in three 
Forgiveness Breaths.) 

“Now, to make sure our bodies are ready to learn, let’s Rest and Relax. Take one more Forgiveness Breath 
slowly. Close your eyes. Imagine the slow, gentle wave coming in and out as you breathe. Every time the 
wave comes and goes, your body gets more relaxed.” (Breathe in and out five more times.) 

Discussion
“Sometimes, when we feel frustrated or angry, we want to be left alone and have some quiet time to 
ourselves. Let’s think of some ways that we can calm down on our own if we feel angry.” 

“First, we can use our Forgiveness Breaths! You can pause at any time and take five Forgiveness 
Breaths to help you calm down. You can do that on the bus, on the playground, in class, at home, or 
when you’re playing with friends.” 

“Second, we can talk to ourselves quietly, loudly, or in our minds. There are many ways you can talk 
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to yourself. You can count. You can use an affirmation, or a short sentence like, ‘I am calm. I am 
safe.’ Practice saying, ‘I am calm. I am safe,’ in your mind right now. Ready, go.” 

“You can also name your feelings. You can say to yourself, ‘I feel frustrated and need to take a break.’” 

“You can sit by yourself to make a gratitude list, or read a gratitude list that you’ve already made.” 

“Another thing you can do is imagine cutting an anger cord, like we practiced last time.”

Activity
“Sometimes we feel a lot of anger, and we need help calming down. Our friends can help us. For 
example, if you ever need help, you can always come ask me. I can make a quiet corner for you to sit 
in, I can count with you, or I can just listen to what’s going on.” 

“What are some ways that you can help a friend if they feel angry? Take a few minutes to write 
down your ideas in your Choose Love Journals, and then we’ll share some examples with one 
another.” (Give students five minutes to write. Then, ask for examples.) 

“Great ideas! Now, think about how you want your friends to help you if they see that you feel angry. 
Turn to your buddy and tell them how you want them to help you if they see that you’re angry.” 

“We continue to build positive relationships with one another by being good friends when someone 
feels angry.” 

Transfer of Learning
If you notice that students feel angry, cue them to use one of the strategies you came up with. If 
you feel frustrated during the day, model calming strategies for the students. Ask them for help 
calming down. 
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LESSON 3
The Brain, Anger, and Being an Upstander
My brain and body respond to anger and forgiveness. I stand up for my friends and help them forgive. 

Student Objectives
• Identify what happens in their brains when they’re angry.
• Recognize how Forgiveness Breaths helps their brains calm down.
• Recognize that they have choices about how to respond to anger.
• Apply calming strategies to scenarios. 
• Define the term “upstander.”
• Identify ways to help someone who is being called names.
• Identify ways to help someone who is being left out.
• Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
•  Review the video about Dr. Dan Siegel’s hand model that describes how the brain works: 

http://www.drdansiegel.com/resources/everyday_mindsight_tools/. Practice using the hand 
shape to describe the brain to students. 

•  Review the definition for the term “upstander,” and ways students can safely promote pro-
social behaviors. An upstander is someone who stands up for themselves or others when 
they see that they’re being treated unkindly or unfairly.

• Prepare a watch, clock, or timer to time students.

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin by practicing three Forgiveness Breaths. Who would like to help me lead the 
Forgiveness Breaths?” (Choose students. Practice three Forgiveness Breaths.) 

“Now, to make sure our bodies are ready to learn, let’s Rest and Relax. Take one more Forgiveness 
Breath slowly. Close your eyes. Imagine the slow, gentle wave coming in and out as you breathe. 
Every time the wave comes and goes, your body gets more relaxed.” (Breathe in and out five more 
times.)
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Discussion
“Today we are going to talk more about how our brains, hearts, and bodies work together to help us 
practice courage, gratitude, and forgiveness. We will see what happens to our brains when we feel 
angry, frustrated, or upset.” 

“Who remembers a time when they felt angry? What did you feel angry about?” (Have students 
share their examples. Normalize anger as a natural response.) 

“Remember that it’s normal to feel angry. I feel angry when people name-call because it’s not fair, 
and it can hurt other people’s feelings. My anger is letting me know that name-calling is not okay. 
Once I recognize that, I can choose what action to take.”  

“To better understand anger, let’s review what happens to our brains when we feel angry.”

Activity
“Do you remember our three brains: the lizard, numbat, and human brains? Just like when our 
brains experience fear, our lizard, numbat, and human brains respond to anger.” 

“Your wrist and palm is where your lizard brain is. It regulates your breathing, heart rate, and body 
temperature. It helps us stay alert and reactive to our environment. It controls our balance, coordination, 
and reflexes. When we take deep breaths, we are using this part of our brain to calm down.” 

“Your thumb is your numbat brain. The numbat is responsible for our emotions and social behavior. 
It helps us make value judgments—deciding whether something is right or wrong. It strongly 
influences our behavior, and can sometimes make us feel like we’re riding an emotional roller 
coaster. When we feel very angry, it can take time to slow down and reset. We use this part of our 
brain to calm down when we name our emotions and recognize how our body is responding to 
them.” 

“Now, take the rest of your fingers and make a fist. These fingers are the part of your brain that help 
you think clearly and problem-solve. This is your human brain.” 

“This part of the brain is responsible for imagination, thought, planning, and decision-making. It 
helps us with math, vocabulary, and all our subjects in school. We use this part of the brain to calm 
down when we count, write in our journals, or say affirmations.” 

“When you feel angry…” (Flip up your fingers.) “…our fingers get far away from our thumb! It’s hard 
for the lizard, numbat, and human brains to talk to each other and work together when they’re so 
far away like that.” 
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“This is what happens when we get angry. It becomes difficult for our thoughts and feelings to work 
together, which is why it might be hard to breathe, sit still, or focus. There are many things we can 
do to help them cooperate again. Taking Forgiveness Breaths is just one way.” 

“We can also help one another calm down, like we talked about in our last lesson. This helps us 
nudge our numbat and hug our human brain together.” 

“Then we can choose how to respond. You can choose to be an “upstander,” someone who stands up 
for other people if they see that they’re being treated unkindly or unfairly.” 

“If you hear someone name-calling, what kinds of things can you say or do?” (Help students come 
up with ideas on how to be positive upstanders, and how to be an ally to a friend after a name-
calling event. If they do not feel safe, have them find an adult to help.) 

“If you see someone being left out, what can you say or do?” (Coach students to be very specific in 
their responses. Instead of saying, “I’d invite them to play,” ask students exactly what they would 
say to the person.) 

“When we know how our brains respond to anger, we can name our feelings, and then choose what 
to do next. We can stand up for each other, and help each other practice forgiveness. Forgiveness 
Breaths help us do that.” 

“Let’s experiment to see how it well it works. For the next thirty seconds, everyone jump up and 
down, or shake your bodies. We are going to activate our lizard brains to increase our breathing, 
heart rates, and body temperatures. Then we’ll use our Forgiveness Breaths and see how well they 
work!” 

“Ready to go? Go!” (Time thirty seconds.) “Now 
everyone focus on your breathing.” (Lead multiple 
Forgiveness Breaths until everyone calms down. 
Repeat the exercise a few times.) 

“Great job practicing! Remember that you can try it out 
any time you want to help your body calm down and 
relax.” 

Transfer of Learning
Help students practice the hand motions to encourage 
their understanding of their brains when they’re angry. 

Reinforce students standing up for one another, and helping each other calm down. 
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LESSON 4
Forgiveness Affirmations and Doing My Best
Affirmations help me forgive. 

Student Objectives
•  Practice forgiveness affirmations.
•  Apply calming techniques to doing their best and making mistakes. 
•  Recognize the impact of negative self-talk.
•  Write their own affirmations.
•  Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management

• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
•  Write affirmations that students can use any time of day. Put them on a board, on a 

laminated card, or have students write them in their Choose Love Journals. 
•  Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals.

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin by practicing three Forgiveness Breaths. Who would like to help me lead the 
Forgiveness Breaths?” (Choose students. Practice three Forgiveness Breaths.) 

“Now, to make sure our bodies are ready to learn, let’s Rest and Relax. Take one more Forgiveness Breath 
slowly. Close your eyes. Imagine the slow, gentle wave coming in and out as you breath. Every time the 
wave comes and goes, your body gets more relaxed.” (Breath in and out five more times.)

“Remember, you can use Forgiveness Breaths any time you want to help your brain and body chill out!”

Discussion
“We all want to do our best in school and in life. We feel happy, confident, and proud when we do 
our best. Sometimes, when we try to be perfect, we get frustrated because something doesn’t work 
exactly how we wanted it to, or we feel overwhelmed because a task seems too big or complicated.” 

“Has anyone ever felt that way before? Can you think of a time when you were trying really hard to 
do something, but it didn’t work the way you wanted it to?” (Ask students to share examples.) 
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“Sometimes, when I feel frustrated or angry, I might say negative affirmations to myself, which is 
harmful. In my mind I might think, ‘This is too hard, I’ll never get it, I’m not good enough.’” 

“Just as positive affirmations can help us, negative ones can make things worse. We could feel even 
more angry, embarrassed, or disappointed if we make a mistake. As a result, we might stop trying, 
or decide never to do something again.” 

“We’ve been talking about how to forgive others, and how to cut the cord of anger. Did you know 
you can also forgive yourself?” 

“Sometimes I feel frustrated when I don’t get something right the first time. I can learn to let go of 
anger and forgive myself when that happens.” 

“I use positive affirmations to help. An affirmation helps you focus your thoughts and feelings in a 
positive way. Let’s practice creating positive affirmations.”  

Activity
“What kinds of things can you say to yourself to help you focus your thoughts and feelings in a 
positive way?” 

• (Examples include: 
• I feel _____. I am calming down now.
• I take deep breaths to calm down.
• I can let go of anger. 
• I do my best. 
• If I make a mistake, I can try again.
• Forgiveness Breaths help me calm down. 
• I feel happier and healthier when I let go of anger. 
• I choose love.) 

“What great examples! Now, choose your favorite affirmation. Take a few minutes to write your 
affirmation in your Choose Love Journal. Then we will share our affirmations with each other.”

“We are going to practice saying our affirmations together. First, say your affirmation, then we will 
all repeat it with you. I’ll go first.” (Say your affirmation, then cue students to repeat it after you. 
Continue to call on students to share their favorite affirmation, and have the class repeat it.) 

“How does everyone feel after having practiced affirmations together?” (Responses may include: 
calm, relaxed, or happy.) “That’s right. That’s one of the benefits of affirmations and forgiveness. 
You can practice affirmations any time you want to shift your attention to thinking and feeling 
more positively.” 
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Transfer of Learning
Cue students to use affirmations throughout the day. Lead the class in affirmations before taking a 
quiz or transitioning to another activity. As an option, you can write a list of affirmations and hang 
them in the classroom as a reminder. 

Reflection
Below are questions to help you reflect on how the program is working. 

What aspects of the program have been most beneficial?
What changes have you noticed in your students?
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GRADE 2 UNIT 4 : 
cOMPASSION

IN ACTION

OVERVIEW

Scientists, from Charles Darwin to contemporary neuroscience researchers, have found that 
human beings are wired for compassion. Compassion has two components: the first is empathy, 
which means putting yourself in someone else's shoes and trying to feel what that person feels, 
and the second is action, which means helping someone in need and performing acts of kindness 
without expecting anything in return. Compassion is when one understands how another person 
feels and takes action to alleviate that person’s suffering.  When a person thinks in a compassionate 
manner, they activate the neurochemistry of kindness, which begins with the release of the 
peptide hormone oxytocin (Meyer-Lindenberg, Domes, Kirsch, & Heinrichs, 2011). Oxytocin 
then activates dopamine and serotonin, which contribute to feelings of happiness and optimism 
(Dolen, Darvishzadeh, Huang, & Malenka, 2013). The neuro-keys of compassion are the vagus 
nerve (which causes the feeling of "warm fuzzies”), the inferior parietal cortex, the dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex, the hypothalamus, and the nucleus accumbens (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013). The 
"compassion" exercises activate the neuro-dominoes of compassion, beginning with oxytocin.

The activities in this unit help students make choices that benefit their minds, hearts, bodies, and 
relationships. Students apply their empathy and communication skills to support one another 
through compassionate action. This improves students’ problem-solving and decision-making 
abilities. 
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Lessons
Lesson 1: Compassion in Action
Theme: Compassion is empathy and action.
Lesson 2: Making Compassionate Decisions
Theme:  Compassion and good decision-making are my choices.
Lesson 3: Choosing Compassionate Action
Theme: I choose compassion for myself and others.
Lesson 4: Choose Love Review
Theme: I can practice many ways to choose love. 

Student Objectives 
• Practice Compassion Breaths (diaphragmatic breathing) and focused awareness.
• Practice Rest and Relax activities.
• Define compassion.
• Identify examples of compassion. 
• Identify steps for showing compassion.
• Identify the benefits of practicing compassion.
• Discuss ways to show compassion. 
• Identify their favorite ways to show compassion.
• Use compassion to help make decisions.
• Review the CALM Discussion Rubric.
• Predict the impact compassion will have on someone.
• Practice compassion affirmations. 
• Apply compassionate action to different scenarios. 
• Review Choose Love skills.
• Practice affirmations. 
• Draw an example of choosing love.
• Teach one person to choose love.

Family Focus and Connection 
Families and caregivers are encouraged to become familiar with the skills, concepts, and 
neuroscience associated with the Choose Love Enrichment Program. Below are optional activities 
that students and families/caregivers can use to practice Choose Love skills and concepts at home. 

Invite families to use the following discussion starters and activities with their children: 
• “To me, compassion is…”
• “I show compassion at school by…”
• “I show compassion at home by…”
• “I show compassion in my community by…”
• Show someone how to do a Compassion Breath, and explain how it can help them.
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• Talk to families about the scientifically proven benefits of practicing compassion.

Make Your Move
Classroom climate, or culture, is the subjective and comprehensive experience of being in class. 
It includes all the thoughts, feelings, and attitudes that students, teachers, staff, and families/
caregivers have about the classroom environment. It includes everything from safety, rules, 
and constructs of respectful behavior to acceptance of diversity, leadership, and professional 
relationships (www.schoolclimate.org/climate). 

Teaching compassion can lead to a culture of compassion, wherein students actively promote 
kindness. 
Here are additional ideas on how to model and teach compassionate action on a daily basis:

•  Read books about compassion and tell students to clap when the character shows 
compassion. 

•  Any time you’re reading a book with the class, ask, “What is (character in book) feeling right 
now? How do you know? Have you ever felt that way? What do you do when you feel that 
way? What could a friend do to help out?”  

•  Create a compassion book by asking people throughout the school to draw a picture or write 
a story in the book about a compassionate action they saw. Add that book to the library or 
share it with nearby schools. 

•  Encourage students to teach someone else how to choose compassion, and explain how it 
can benefit them. 

•  Practice compassion affirmations with students as a part of conflict resolution.
•  Show students pictures or stories of compassion in the news. 
•  Set up buddy benches around the school where students can sit next to each other if they 

feel lonely or need a friend to talk to.

When a school culture includes compassion, the entire school community feels cared-for and 
shares a sense of belonging. Practice small acts of compassion toward your colleagues, families/
caregivers, and yourself. It’s the small things that can make a big difference. For example: 
Try some of the following simple, yet impactful ideas. 

• Greet people you pass. Direct people who seem lost. When you say, “Please,” and “Thank 
you,” really mean it. 

• Bring a coworker coffee. 
• Call or write to an educator who changed your life. 
• Listen with all your senses. 
• Write a note to someone who is having a difficult day and acknowledge their efforts. 
• Ask someone, “How are you really doing?” 
•  Remember that self-care and self-love are critical for you, too. Take a moment, even if it is 

just a brief pause, to take a deep breath and show yourself some kindness. 
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•  Model compassion for all living things: classroom pets, plants, and even insects that need to 
find their way back outside. 

•   Share personal stories about compassion with friends and coworkers. 
• Practice random acts of kindness for coworkers and parents/caregivers. 
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LESSON 1
Compassion in Action
Compassion is empathy and action. 

Student Objectives
• Practice Compassion Breaths (diaphragmatic breathing) and focused awareness.
• Practice Rest and Relax activities.
• Define compassion.
• Identify examples of compassion. 
• Identify steps for showing compassion.
• Identify the benefits of practicing compassion.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness

• Relationship Skills

Educator Preparation
• Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals. 
•  Think of a time someone showed compassion at school, and prepare to share it as an 

example with the class.
•  Review the three steps for showing compassion: first, ask yourself, ‘How does the other 

person feel?’; second, ask yourself, ‘How would I feel if the same thing happened to me?’; and 
third, take compassionate action by doing something kind.

• Write the word “compassion” on a word wall or vocabulary list.
•  Create a physical cue for compassion. Physical cues help students remember and embody 

the lessons about courage, gratitude, forgiveness, and compassion. Options include using 
American Sign Language (ASL), clapping chants, brief rhymes, or a full-body pose. 

•  If you have students who speak languages other than English, learn how to say “compassion” 
in their native languages. 

Focused Awareness
“Today we’re going to learn about the fourth ingredient to choosing love. So far, we learned about 
courage, gratitude, and forgiveness. Now we’re going to learn about compassion.” (Use your physical 
cue for compassion when you say the word “compassion” now and throughout the lessons.)

“First let’s set an intention. Remember, an intention is a purpose or a reason for doing something. It 
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can also be a statement about how you hope to participate in something. For example, my intention 
in this classroom is for us all to learn, play, and have fun together. Setting an intention helps us 
focus on how or why we are doing something.”  

“An intention for today is: ‘May my heart be open as I learn about the power of compassion.’ Say that quietly 
to yourself. I will repeat it one more time: ‘May my heart be open as I learn about the power of compassion.’” 

“Let’s begin by learning a Compassion Breath. Place one hand on your heart and one hand on your 
belly. Close your eyes. Think quietly to yourself, ‘May I be open to learning about compassion 
today.’ Take a slow, deep breath in…and slowly breathe out. Notice how good you are getting at 
taking our different breaths. We have been practicing a lot. As you breathe in, think to yourself, 
‘May I be open to learning about compassion today.’” (Continue breathing.)

“While we keep breathing, let’s Rest and Relax our bodies. Inhale, and bring your attention to the 
top of your head. Place your hands on the top of your head. Say to yourself, ‘May my mind be calm 
and relaxed, so that I may be open to learning compassion.’ Place both hands on your heart and say, 
‘May my heart be open to practicing compassion.’ Now, think about your feet and say, ‘May my feet 
carry me safely, and may I bring compassion wherever I go.’ Finally, imagine your whole body and 
say to yourself, ‘I bring compassion to the whole world.’” 

“Compassion Breaths help us focus on being kind to others. We can use Compassion Breaths to 
help us focus on choosing love.” 

“How do you feel now that we practiced some Compassion Breaths?” (Students respond.) “Great! 
Now we’re ready to learn!”

Discussion
“Raise your hand if you have heard the word ‘compassion’ before.”  

“Compassion is when you understand the pain or suffering of others and want to do something to 
help them feel better.” (Share a relevant example or use the following one.) 

“For example, yesterday I saw Maya show compassion on the playground when her friend fell and 
hurt her arm. When the educators on recess duty asked someone to take Maya’s friend to the 
nurse’s office, Maya happily volunteered. Maya held the door for her friend and sat in the nurse’s 
office with her, letting her know that everything would be okay.”

“Not only did Maya’s friend feel better, but Maya felt better too. This is one of the benefits of 
compassion. It helps both people feel better.” 

“Compassion is when you understand how someone else might feel, and think about how you would 
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feel in the same situation. If someone is hurt or sad, you might actually feel sad, too, because you 
know what it’s like to be in their shoes. Then you take kind action.” 

“To show compassion, we follow these steps:
First, ask yourself, ‘How does the other person feel?’
Second, ask yourself, ‘How would I feel if the same thing happened to me?’
Third, take action by doing something kind.” 

Activity
“First, write down the steps for compassion in your Choose Love Journal. Take a few minutes to do 
that now.” 

“Let’s practice an example.” (Use a scenario relevant to your classroom, or practice the following 
one.) “You see someone playing alone. You notice that their head is down and they are frowning.” 

“How do you think they might be feeling?” (Responses may include: lonely, sad, etc.) 
“Has that ever happened to anyone before? How did it feel?”
“What could you do to show compassion and help them?” (Highlight children who make an 
invitation to join them or invite them to play. Ask students what words or questions they could use 
to invite or join them.) 

“After you’ve done something compassionate, how do you think you would feel?”

(As time allows, discuss additional examples or scenarios relevant to your classroom.)

“Just like courage, gratitude, and forgiveness, compassion has many physical and emotional 
benefits. It helps us live happier and healthier lives. What do you think might be some other 
benefits to showing compassion?” (Add to the list of benefits just cited. Compassion can help us 
let go of judgment, become more accepting of others, appreciate how other people feel, understand 
friends in difficult situations, let go of anger, be better listeners, be peaceful, etc.) 

“When we practice compassion, we are not only helping others, we 
are also helping ourselves be happier and healthier, too!” 

Transfer of Learning 
Instruct students to write or draw about compassion in their Choose 
Love Journals.
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LESSON 2
Making Compassionate Decisions
Compassion and good decision-making are my choices. 

Student Objectives
• Discuss ways to show compassion. 
• Identify their favorite ways to show compassion.
• Use compassion to help make decisions.
• Review the CALM Discussion Rubric.
• Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills

• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
• Prepare students’ Choose Love Journals.
• Review the CALM Discussion Rubric.

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin by practicing three Compassion Breaths.” (Lead pairs of students in three Compassion Breaths.)  

“While we keep breathing, let’s Rest and Relax our bodies. As you breathe in, imagine your heart 
relaxing, then slowly breathe out. As you breathe in again, imagine your belly relaxing, then slowly 
breathe out.” 

“Take one more breath and think to yourself, ‘May I be calm and relaxed as we learn about 
compassion.’”

“How do you feel now that we practiced some Compassion Breaths?” (Students respond.) “Great! 
Now we’re ready to learn!”

Discussion
“Last time we learned three steps for showing compassion. We can also use these three steps to 
help us make good decisions. Let’s review them together.” 
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“To show compassion, follow these steps:
First, stop and ask yourself, ‘How does the other person feel?’
Second, ask yourself, ‘How would I feel if the same thing happened to me?’
Third, take a Compassion Breath, and then take compassionate action by doing something kind.” 

“It’s not possible to make everyone feel happy all the time. We have lots of emotions. They come 
and they go. Compassion isn’t always easy, but it is a choice we can make.” 

“We demonstrate good decision-making and compassionate action when we listen to each other, 
take the time to understand how others feel, and respond in ways that might help.” 

“Sometimes it takes courage and forgiveness to show compassion, especially if someone is not 
playing fairly or has not been kind.” 

“Let’s challenge ourselves and think about how we might show compassion if someone has 
accidentally hurt our feelings.” 

“Who remembers our ‘CALM’ steps to solving problems?” (Walk through the CALM Discussion 
Rubric with students.) 

“’C’—decide to cooperate to solve the problem.”

“’A’—ask questions… 

How do I feel?”

“How do you think they feel?” (They might feel embarrassed, disappointed, or defensive that they 
caused an accident. Or, they may feel calm and happy if they don’t even know they did anything 
wrong.)

“What did you see or hear?” 

“How are your experiences the same or different?” 

“’L’—listen to each other, and consider how you would feel if you were in their shoes.” 

“’M’—decide what to do next. How can you take kind action?” (Offer forgiveness. Tell them you 
understand that they didn’t mean it. Let them know that the same thing happened to you. Let them 
know that you’re sad this happened, but still want to be their friend. Talk to them about how the 
accident affected you.) 
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“It’s okay, and normal, to still feel frustrated or sad if someone caused an accident that affected you 
negatively. We can honor our feelings and still choose compassionate action. This is where we 
might also need to practice forgiveness.” 

“Remember that showing compassion benefits everyone. It helps you and your friends play, learn, 
stay healthy, and find happiness. If you need to make a difficult decision, you can always ask 
someone to help you choose compassionate action.” 

Activity
“Today, we are going to draw pictures of our favorite ways to show compassion. Take a quiet 
moment to yourself and think about your favorite way to show compassion.” 

“Are you really good at giving hugs? Asking someone to play? Helping someone name their 
feelings or take Compassion Breaths? If you were a compassion superhero, what would your 
superhero strength be?” 

“Now, draw a picture of your favorite way to show compassion!” (After students complete their 
drawings, ask them what their superhero compassion talents are.) 

Transfer of Learning 
Cue students to use their favorite compassion skills throughout the day. 
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LESSON 3
Choosing Compassionate Action
I choose compassion for myself and others. 

Student Objectives
• Predict the impact compassion will have on someone.
• Practice compassion affirmations. 
• Apply compassionate action to different scenarios. 
• Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
•  Write the following affirmations on the board: I am kind. I am compassionate. I practice 

compassion with my classmates. I feel compassion in my heart.  I choose compassionate 
action. 

•  Review the Activity instructions and come up with three to four scenarios that are relevant 
to your classroom. 

• Review the CALM Discussion Rubric.

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin by practicing our Compassion Breaths. Who would like to help me lead our 
Compassion Breaths today?” (Choose students who have not yet had a turn to lead. Lead students 
in three to five Compassion Breaths.)   

“Now let’s Rest and Relax our bodies. Feel all your muscles relax, and repeat the following 
affirmations in your mind…

• I am kind.
• I am compassionate. 
• I practice compassion with my classmates. 
• I feel compassion in my heart. 
• I choose compassionate action.” 
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“How do you feel now that we practiced some Compassion Breaths?” (Students respond.) “Great! 
Now we’re ready to learn!”

Discussion
“When we think about problem-solving, making good decisions, and taking compassionate action, 
we also want to think about the consequences of our actions.” 

“A consequence is what might happen after we make a decision. We can consider what someone 
else might think, feel, or do as a result of our action or relationship with them.” 

“We can’t always choose what happens to us or someone else, but we can choose how to respond.”

“Sometimes, offering compassion can be difficult. If someone excluded you from a game, teased you, 
or did something that prevented a positive relationship, we might not want to be kind to them. We 
can still use the same steps to help us through it.” 

“This is where showing compassion, offering forgiveness, and having courage all work together to 
help us choose love. Use CALM.” 

“First we decide to cooperate to solve the problem. Next we ask questions.” 

“How do I feel? How do they feel? What do I hear and see happening?” 

“Then, we listen to one another and consider how we might feel if we were them.” 

“If someone is using hurtful behaviors toward another person, chances are that they themselves 
are feeling hurt. It’s not okay to act hurtfully, regardless of how we feel, but we can do our best to 
understand where they are coming from.” 

“This is a great time to take a Compassion Breath, and take compassionate action by doing 
something kind both for yourself and the other person. Finally, we make our move.” 

“You can say affirmations, make a gratitude list, try a Brave Pose, talk to a friend about what 
happened, or do something to comfort yourself. How else can you show kindness to yourself?”

“This next part can be tricky. How can you show kindness to the other person?” (Tell them what 
they did was not okay, and that you want to have a positive relationship with them. Let the teacher 
know what happened so that she/he can check in with the student. Choose not to create more hurt 
by doing something mean in return.) 

“Let’s practice with some scenarios.”  
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Activity
(Select students to practice with you, and select scenarios that are relevant to your classroom.) 

“At recess, you notice that I’m not laughing and playing like I usually do. 
How do you think I feel? 
What questions could you ask me to learn more?
What could you do to help?
If you chose to do that, how do you think I might feel afterward?”

“Let’s try another scenario. I forgot my homework at home today.
How do you think I feel?
How could someone demonstrate compassionate action?
How do you think I would feel afterward?” 

“Someone bumped your friend and spilled their lunch. They didn’t help clean it up. 
How do you think each person feels in this situation?
What could everyone do that would demonstrate compassionate action?”

(Practice additional scenarios as time allows.)

“Sometimes we experience very difficult problems or have strong feelings about something. For 
example, a loved one might be very sick, or we might have to move to another city. At times like 
these, we might not know how to help someone, or how to help ourselves.” 

“Remember, just listening to another person can sometimes be the most helpful thing you can do. 
Let them know you care and that you are there for them.”

“Showing compassion toward someone can help them feel loved.” 

Transfer of Learning 
Have students share experiences of compassionate action they’ve taken during the week. Call out 
the impact their action had on others. 
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LESSON 4
Choose Love Review
I can practice many ways to choose love.

Student Objectives
• Review Choose Love skills.
• Practice affirmations. 
• Draw an example of choosing love.
• Teach one person to choose love.
• Practice diaphragmatic breathing and focused awareness.

SEL Skills Addressed
• Self Awareness
• Self Management
• Social Awareness
• Relationship Skills
• Responsible Decision-Making

Educator Preparation
Prepare markers, crayons, colored pencils, and paper. 

Focused Awareness
“Let’s begin by practicing our Compassion Breaths. Who would like to help me lead our 
Compassion Breaths today?” (Choose students who have not yet had a turn to lead. Lead students 
in three to five Compassion Breaths.)   

“Now let’s Rest and Relax our bodies. Feel all your muscles relax, and repeat the following sentences 
in your mind…

• I practice compassion to help me choose love.
• I practice forgiveness to let go of anger. 
• I practice gratitude to be thankful.
• I practice courage to be brave.
• I choose love for myself and others.” 

“How do you feel now that we practiced some Compassion Breaths?” (Students respond.) “Great! 
Now we’re ready to learn!”
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Discussion
“Today we’re going to review all the ways we learned to choose love.”

“We learned four different ways to calm down by breathing. Do you remember them? Today we 
practiced our Compassion Breaths. We also learned about Forgiveness Breaths, Gratitude Breaths, 
and Brave Breaths.” 

“We focused on resting and relaxing our bodies to help us calm down.” 

“Naming our feelings and talking about them can help us calm down.” 

“We can practice gratitude, or being thankful, to help us calm down.” 

“We talked about how forgiveness can help us let go of anger.”

“We talked about setting intentions.” 

“We practiced affirmations. Repeating affirmations helps us focus our attention.” 

“We talked about positive relationships and making friends.” 

“We learned about what happens in our brains when we have strong feelings, and how we can help 
each other if we’re having trouble calming down on our own.” (Demonstrate the hand motion).

“We learned about CALM, and how to use it to problem-solve and make good decisions. Who 
remember what CALM stands for?”

“Wow, we learned so many ways to express our feelings, calm down when we need to, and choose 
compassion. We can help each other choose compassionate action.”

Activity
“We learned that showing compassion means taking action. To take action today, we’re going to 
teach others about choosing love.” 

“Write the words ‘Choose Love’ on a piece of paper. Then, draw a picture of what it means to you to 
choose love.” 

“We will display our pictures so that others can learn what compassion and choosing love looks 
like.” (Hang these pictures in the classroom or school hallways.) “Choose one person you want to 
show your picture to, and teach them how to choose love.” 
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“When we practice courage, gratitude, forgiveness, and compassionate action, we are choosing love!”

Transfer of Learning
Students can take the pictures home with them and teach their parents about compassion. They 
can become pen pals with another class at school, or a class at another school, and ask those 
students to draw what compassion means to them. 

Reflection
Below are questions to help you reflect on how the program is working. 

What were the most substantial benefits you noticed from implementing this program?
What lessons, concepts, or skills really stuck with students?
How did the program impact you?


